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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 
 
KIM PESAVENTO, an individual,     ) 
PAUL TURNBAUGH, an individual ,  ) 
MICHAEL SAUBERT, an individual, and   ) 
DENNIS ARINELLO, an individual,   ) 
       ) 
   Plaintiffs,   ) 
       ) 

v.     ) Case No. 1:14-cv-380 
       ) 
JOSEPH CANTAFIO, an individual, JOHN   ) 
WALLIN, an individual, and    ) 
NATIONAL VETERANS MUSEUM, an Illinois  ) 
Not-for-profit corporation,    ) 
       ) 
   Defendants.   ) 
 

COMPLAINT 

NOW COME the Plaintiffs, KIM PESAVENTO, an individual, PAUL TURNBAUGH, 

an individual, MICHAEL SAUBERT, an individual, and DENNIS ARINELLO, an individual, 

by and through their attorney, Matthew J. Sheahin of Lavelle Law, Ltd, and for their Complaint 

against Defendants, JOSEPH CANTAFIO, an individual, JOHN WALLIN, an individual, and 

NATIONAL VETERANS MUSEUM, an Illinois not for profit corporation, state and allege as 

follows:  

THE PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff, Dennis Arinello (“Arinello”), is a resident and citizen of the State of 

Virginia. 

2. Arinello was initially the Senior Vice President of Museum Services and then, in 

January 2013, he was transitioned with approval from the Board of Directors to the position of 

Chief of Staff of Defendant, National Veterans Museum (“NVM”).   
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3. Plaintiff, Kim Pesavento (“Pesavento”), is a resident and citizen of the State of 

Illinois.  

4. Pesavento was the Director of Volunteer Services, and later, the Director of 

Special Events of NVM. 

5. Plaintiff, Michael Saubert (“Saubert”), is a resident and citizen of the State of 

Illinois.  

6. Saubert was the Senior Vice President of Operations of NVM.  

7. Plaintiff, Paul Turnbaugh (“Turnbaugh”), is a resident and citizen of the State of 

Illinois.  

8. Turnbaugh was the Resident Artist and/or Artist in Residence of the NVM.   

9. Defendant Joseph Cantafio (“Cantafio”) is a resident and citizen of the State of 

Illinois.  Cantafio was originally the President and Chief Executive Officer of the NVM, he is 

now the Founder and Chief Executive Officer, and serves as an officer and director of the NVM.   

10. Defendant, John Wallin (“Wallin”) is a resident and citizen of the State of Illinois.  

Wallin was originally the Chief Finance Officer (CFO), and is now the President and Chief 

Finance Officer of the NVM, and serves as an officer and director of the NVM. 

11. NVM is an Illinois not-for-profit corporation with its registered agent being 

Illinois Corporation Service which has its offices at 801 Adlai Stevenson Drive, Springfield, 

Illinois.  NVM is engaged in the business of raising money for the creation, building, and 

maintenance of a national museum dedicated to the men and women who served in the U.S. 

military.  

JURISDICTION 
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12. This action is brought, in part, pursuant to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 

as amended, 29 U.S.C. § 201, et seq.  This Court has jurisdiction of this matter under 28 U.S.C. § 

1331 and 29 U.S.C. § 216(b). 

13. The Court has supplemental jurisdiction over all other claims in the Complaint 

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367. 

VENUE 

14. All of the defendants reside in Illinois; the corporate defendant is amenable to 

personal jurisdiction, and a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims 

occurred, in this judicial district.  Therefore, venue is appropriate in the United States District 

Court for the Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) and 

(c).   

Terms of Employment: Pesavento 

15. On March 31, 2011, NVM was incorporated in the State of Illinois.   

16. In late May 2011, Cantafio began courting Pesavento to leave her full time 

position with Nautilus Medical and join NVM as its full time Director of Volunteer Services for 

the wage described below. 

17. Pesavento eventually accepted the offer of full time employment with NVM in 

December 11, 2011, resigning from her full time employment with Nautilus Medical and 

commencing her employment with NVM as its Director of Volunteer Services. 

18. As Director of Volunteer Services, Pesavento’s duties and responsibilities were to 

network with the greater military community, and to begin compiling a database of potential 

volunteers that would staff the day to day museum operations, in addition to the special events 

that would occur on a regular basis. Pesavento utilized her nine years of experience, including 
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her tenure on the Board of Operation Homefront-IL to successfully identify key individuals, 

including, but not limited to, the recruitment of various people from Chicago Area Marine Corps 

Leagues, Warriors Watch Riders, Navy League Midwest, Veterans Service Organization, and 

Operation Homefront. 

19. Because of her background as an Interior Designer, and her relationship with key 

vendors, Pesavento was also asked to coordinate and specify the furniture and finishes for the 

temporary office space. In addition, prior to being asked to serve as Director of Special Events, 

Pesavento took a lead role in the planning, coordinating, and managing of all museum special 

events, including the June 2012 Board Meeting and Dinner Party, the January 2013 Pheasant Run 

5-day Conference and dinners, and the March 2013 Board Meetings and dinners. In connection 

with Pesavento’s agreement to become NVM’s Director of Volunteer Services, Cantafio 

informed Pesavento that she would receive an annual salary of $85,000.00 which would be paid 

retroactively from January 2012 once the NVM began receiving funds.   

20. The Board of Directors approved the salary and terms of payment thereof. 

21. Since December 11, 2011, until May 24, 2013, Pesavento offered her professional 

services and expertise to NVM and provided in excess of 2080 hours of work as an employee of 

NVM. 

22. On March 1, 2013, recognizing Pesavento’s past success in coordinating special 

events for NVM, Cantafio and Wallin requested that Pesavento transition into the role of Director 

of Special Events. Wallin even suggested that Pesavento was the perfect person to take on the 

role of Director of Special Events, because that would place her front and center with the VIPs 

and dignitaries that would attend future NVM events.  
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23. On March 11, 2013, Cantafio informed Pesavento that she was being demoted to 

the position of Special Events Coordinator and also informed her that it included a $20,000 

annual pay cut.   

Failure to Pay Compensation 

24. From December 11, 2011 through May 24, 2013, Pesavento fulfilled her duties 

and responsibilities as Director of Volunteer Services, Director of Special Events, and finally 

Special Events Coordinator for NVM. 

25. From December 11, 2011, through May 24, 2013, at Cantafio’s specific request,   

Pesavento served as the Director of Volunteer Services for NVM and, in March 2013, took on the 

added duties and responsibilities of the Director of Special Events and Special Events 

Coordinator for NVM, but never received any wages for performing these duties and 

responsibilities.   

26. Defendants failed to pay Pesavento the agreed or lawful compensation for her 

performance of the duties and responsibilities of the Director of Volunteer Services and Special 

Events for NVM.   

27. On October 1, 2013, Pesavento made a written demand on all Defendants for 

payment of wages under the Fair Labor Standards Act, Illinois Minimum Wage Law and the 

Illinois Wage Payment Collection Act for work she performed for NVM.  In response, 

Defendants refused to pay her any outstanding wages.   

Terms of Employment: Turnbaugh 

28. Turnbaugh met with Cantafio in the spring of 2011 and expressed an interest in 

working at NVM as the Artist in Residence and head of the design department.  
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29. Cantafio requested that Turnbaugh submit a proposal book which contained his 

original artwork and plans for his department for review and approval by the Board of Directors 

that could be used to promote the NVM and be sold by the NVM as a primary source of revenue 

for NVM. 

30. Turnbaugh devoted hundreds of hours to producing military and patriotic themed 

artwork and designing a proposal book for the Board’s approval.  This book was submitted to 

Cantafio for review, and over the following weeks, several revisions were made.  This book not 

only included samples of Turnbaugh’s artwork, but also comprehensive plans for the department 

he would oversee.  This department included a print shop, screen-printing operation, frame shop, 

design studio, and art gallery.  

31. In the fall of 2011, Cantafio informed Turnbaugh that the Board of Directors 

agreed to hire him. 

32.  Turnbaugh accepted the offer and commenced his employment with NVM as its 

Artist in Residence and Design Department Director. 

33. As the Artist in Residence, Turnbaugh’s duties and responsibilities included 

creating art for sale through the NVM gallery and website, as well as any art for promotion and 

events at the NVM.  The art was developed exclusively for the NVM, and included a children’s 

book to be published and sold by the NVM store and website.  

34. In connection with Turnbaugh’s agreement to become NVM’s Artist in Residence 

and Design Department Director, Cantafio informed Turnbaugh that he would receive an annual 

salary of $150,000.00 beginning in October 2011, which would be paid retroactively once the 

NVM began receiving funds.   

35. The Board of Directors approved the salary and terms of payment thereof. 
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36. Since the date of hire, and for approximately 18 months thereafter Turnbaugh 

provided in excess of 3500 hours creating over one hundred original works of military and 

patriotic themed art.  As Artist in Residence, Turnbaugh created this art with the understanding 

that said art would be utilized to promote the NVM, and would be sold on the NVM website, and 

eventually in its bricks and mortar location.  

Failure to Pay Compensation 

37. From October 2011 through May 2013, Turnbaugh fulfilled his duties and 

responsibilities as Artist in Residence and Design Department Director for NVM. 

38. From May 2011 through May 2013, Cantafio specifically directed and requested 

that Turnbaugh perform work only for the NVM and no other outside entities as its Artist in 

Residence and Design Department Director. 

39. In fact, NVM issued a check for part of Turnbaugh’s outstanding wages in the 

amount of $10,000.00 to Turnbaugh, but Turnbaugh never cashed the check due to specific 

instructions he received from Cantafio. 

40. An attempt to retrieve the check from Turnbaugh was made by Wallin and refused 

by Turnbaugh.  Turnbaugh however did offer to give Wallin a copy of the check, but Wallin 

never responded.  

41. Regardless, Defendants failed to pay Turnbaugh the agreed or lawful 

compensation for his duties and responsibilities as the Artist in Residence and Design 

Department Director of NVM. 

42. On October 1, 2013, Turnbaugh made written demand on all Defendants for 

payment of wages under the Fair Labor Standards Act, Illinois Minimum Wage Law and the 
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Illinois Wage Payment Collection Act.  In response, Defendants failed to him any outstanding 

wages. 

Terms of Employment: Saubert 

43. In November 2011, Cantafio requested that Saubert join NVM as Deputy 

Director, and eventually as Senior Vice President of Operations.  

44. Saubert was on the approved list of hires by the Board of Directors. 

45. Saubert accepted the offer and commenced his employment with NVM in 

November 2011. 

46. As the Senior Vice President of Operations, Saubert’s duties and responsibilities 

included establishing contact between NVM and the Village of Hoffman Estates, through the 

Mayor of Hoffman Estates, the village manager, and various trustees and code enforcement 

officials.  Saubert also personally identified land for NVM’s museum facilities, providing 

oversight and guidance to the contractors and service providers who provided contracting and 

building design services to NVM. Furthermore, Saubert was tasked as the project manager by 

Cantafio, holding an initial planning conference in January 2012 which integrated and introduced 

the contractors to the NVM staff, laying the foundation for saving the NVM millions of dollars 

by establishing a centralized project management standard operating procedure.  Lastly, Saubert 

took on conceptual development tasks relating to architectural design, exhibit design, product 

design, graphic design and retail design for NVM.  

47. In connection with Saubert’s agreement to become NVM’s Senior Vice President 

of Operations, Cantafio informed Saubert that he would receive an annual salary of $175,000.00, 

which would be paid retroactively from April 2012 once the NVM began receiving funds.   

48. The Board of Directors approved the salary and terms of payment thereof. 
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49. Since the date of hire, Saubert diligently provided his professional services and 

expertise to NVM and provided in excess of 800 hours of work as an employee of NVM. 

Failure to Pay Compensation 

50. Beginning in November 2011, and more specifically for his salaried position 

beginning in April 2012 through May 2013, Saubert fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as 

Senior Vice President of Operations of NVM. 

51. From April 2012 and through May 2013, Cantafio and Wallin directed Saubert to 

act as the Senior Vice President of Operations of NVM. 

52. Regardless, Defendants failed to pay Saubert the agreed or lawful compensation 

for his duties and responsibilities as the Senior Vice President of Operations of NVM. 

53. On October 1, 2013, Saubert made written demand on Defendants for payment of 

wages under the Fair Labor Standards Act, Illinois Minimum Wage Law and the Illinois Wage 

Payment Collection Act.  In response, Defendants failed to pay Saubert any outstanding wages. 

Terms of Employment: Arinello 

54. In 2004, Arinello was initially invited by Cantafio to join the NVM as its first 

board member.  On or about September 2010, Cantafio requested Arinello to relinquish his 

position as a board member in order to service as Senior Vice President of Museum Services. 

55. Arinello accepted the offer and commenced his employment with NVM. 

56. Subsequently, in January 2013, Cantafio, with the approval of the Board of 

Directors, transitioned Arinello from the position as Sr. VP of Museum Services to the position 

of Chief of Staff (COS). 

57.  Arinello accepted the offer and continued his employment with NVM in the role 

of COS. 
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58. As the Senior Vice President of Museum Services, and later the Chief of Staff, 

Arinello’s duties and responsibilities included overseeing project management controls of the 

NVM in conjunction with Saubert interfacing and communicating with the various contractors, 

recruitment of General Officers (i.e. specifically the current Chairman of the Board), attendance 

and participation in meetings and events, including each of the Board of Directors’ meetings, 

assisting in fundraising and operational functions of NVM, developing the organizational 

structure, communicating with the various staff members of the NVM, and assisting the CFO in 

the forensic evaluation of the NVM finances. 

59. In connection with Arinello’s agreement to become NVM’s Senior Vice President 

of Museum Services and Chief of Staff, Cantafio informed Arinello that he would receive an 

annual salary of $175,000.00, which would be paid retroactively once the NVM began receiving 

funds.   

60. The Board of Directors approved the salary and terms of payment thereof. 

61. Since 2004, Arinello offered his professional services and expertise to NVM and 

provided in excess of 2080 hours of work as an employee of NVM. 

Failure to Pay Compensation 

62. From November 2010 through July 2013, Arinello fulfilled his duties and 

responsibilities as Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff for NVM. 

63. From November 2010 and through July 2013, Cantafio directed Arinello to act as 

the Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff. 

64. Regardless, Defendants failed to pay Arinello the agreed or lawful compensation 

for his duties and responsibilities as the Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of 

Staff of NVM. 
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65. On October 1, 2013, Arinello made written demand on all Defendants for 

payment of wages under the Fair Labor Standards Act, Illinois Minimum Wage Law and the 

Illinois Wage Payment Collection Act.  In response, Defendants failed to pay Arinello any 

outstanding wages.  

 

Count I – Violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act 
(Unpaid Wages: Pesavento v. All Defendants) 

66. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 1-27 above as this paragraph 66 of Count I, as if 

fully set forth herein. 

67. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act 

(“FLSA”) for their failure to pay Pesavento the federally mandated minimum wages for all time 

worked.  

68. NVM is engaged in the business of creating, building, and maintenance of a 

national museum dedicated to the men and women who served in the U.S. military. As such, 

NVM’s services qualify as an enterprise engaged in commerce as defined under 29 U.S.C. § 

203(r) of the FLSA.  

69. During Pesavento’s employment with NVM from December 11, 2011 through 

May 24, 2013, NVM was Pesavento’s employer, as that term is defined under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) 

of the FLSA.  

70. During Pesavento’s employment with NVM from December 11, 2011 through 

May 24, 2013, Cantafio and Wallin were acting directly or indirectly in the interest of employer 

NVM in relation to employee Pesavento.  Among other things, Cantafio and/or Wallin had or 

now have for all relevant time periods the authority to hire and fire employees, the authority to 

direct and supervise the work of employees, the authority to sign on the company’s checking 
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accounts, including payroll accounts, and the authority to participate in decisions regarding 

employee compensation and capital expenditures.   

71. All Defendants were and are "employers" under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of FLSA, and, 

as such, are jointly and severally liable for the unpaid wages and other relief sought herein. 

72. As the Director of Volunteer Services and Special Events at NVM, Pesavento was 

an employee of NVM under 29 U.S.C. 203(e).  Pesavento’s employment has been and is integral 

and indispensable to NVM.  

73. Defendants willfully failed to compensate Pesavento for any and all of the time 

she worked at NVM. 

74. Pesavento is entitled to be paid the federal minimum wage for all time worked.  

75. As a result of defendants’ failure and refusal to compensate Pesavento for all the 

time worked, the hourly rate of Pesavento fell below the minimum wage.    

76. Defendants’ failure to pay the federal minimum wage rate violated the minimum 

wage hour provisions of the FLSA.  

77. Defendants willfully failed to pay Pesavento lawfully required and agreed-to 

compensation despite the fact that Defendants knew, or should have known, of the requirements 

of the FLSA. 

78. Defendants continue a pattern of deliberate, voluntary, intentional, and willful 

violation of the FLSA. 

79. In denying Pesavento compensation, defendants' acts were not based upon good 

faith or reasonable grounds. 
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80. Pesavento is entitled to recover unpaid wages for all years prior to the filing of 

this suit because of Defendants’ failure to pay minimum wages for all hours worked in individual 

work weeks.   

81. Pesavento is also entitled to liquidated damages, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §216(b).   

82. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) of the FLSA, Pesavento also claims attorneys’ 

fees.   

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Kim Pesavento, prays that this Honorable Court enter judgment 

in her favor and against all Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just and 

proper.  

Count II– Violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act 
(Unpaid Wages: Turnbaugh v. All Defendants) 

83. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 28-42 above as this paragraph 83 of 

Count II, as if fully set forth herein. 

84. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the FLSA for their failure to pay 

Turnbaugh the federally mandated minimum wages for all time worked.  

85. NVM is engaged in the business of creating, building, and maintenance of a 

national museum dedicated to the men and women who served in the U.S. military. As such, 

NVM’s services qualify as an enterprise engaged in commerce as defined under 29 U.S.C. § 

203(r) of the FLSA.  

86. During Turnbaugh’s employment with NVM from October 2011 through May 

2013, NVM was Turnbaugh’s employer, as that term is defined under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of the 

FLSA.  

87. During Turnbaugh’s employment with NVM from October 2011 through May 

2013 Cantafio and Wallin were acting directly or indirectly in the interest of employer NVM in 
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relation to employee Turnbaugh.  Among other things, Cantafio and/or Wallin had or now have 

for all relevant time periods the authority to hire and fire employees, the authority to direct and 

supervise the work of employees, the authority to sign on the company’s checking accounts, 

including payroll accounts, and have the authority to participate in decisions regarding employee 

compensation and capital expenditures.   

88. Defendants were and are "employers" under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of FLSA, and, as 

such, are jointly and severally liable for the unpaid wages and other relief sought herein. 

89. As the Resident Artist at NVM, Turnbaugh was an employee of NVM under 29 

U.S.C. 203(e).  Turnbaugh’s employment has been and is integral and indispensable to NVM.  

90. Defendants willfully failed to compensate Turnbaugh for any and all time worked 

while employed by NVM. 

91. Turnbaugh is entitled to be paid the federal minimum wage for all time worked.  

92. As a result of Defendants’ failure and refusal to compensate Turnbaugh for all the 

time worked, the hourly rate of Turnbaugh fell below the minimum wage.    

93. Defendants’ failure to pay the federal minimum wage rate violated the minimum 

wage hour provisions of the FLSA.  

94. Defendants have willfully failed to pay Turnbaugh lawfully required and agreed-

to compensation despite the fact that Defendants knew, or should have known, of the 

requirements of the FLSA. 

95. Defendants continue a pattern of deliberate, voluntary, intentional, and willful 

violation of the FLSA. 

96. In denying Turnbaugh compensation, Defendants' acts were not based upon good 

faith or reasonable grounds. 
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97. Turnbaugh is entitled to recover unpaid wages for all years prior to the filing of 

this suit because of Defendants’ failure to pay minimum wages for all hours worked in individual 

work weeks.   

98. Turnbaugh is also entitled to liquidated damages, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §216(b).   

99. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) of the FLSA, Turnbaugh also claims attorneys’ 

fees.   

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Paul Turnbaugh, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

Count III– Violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act 
(Unpaid Wages: Saubert v. All Defendants) 

100. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 43-53 above as paragraph 100 of this 

Count III, as if fully set forth herein. 

101. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the FLSA for their failure to pay 

Saubert the federally mandated minimum wages for all time worked.  

102. NVM is engaged in the business of the creation, building, and maintenance of a 

national museum dedicated to the men and women who served in the U.S. military. As such, 

NVM’s services qualify as an enterprise engaged in commerce as defined under 29 U.S.C. § 

203(r) of the FLSA.  

103. During Saubert’s employment with NVM from November 2011, and more 

specifically at a salaried position beginning April 2012 through May 2013, NVM was Saubert’s 

employer, as that term is defined under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of the FLSA.  

104. During Saubert’s employment with NVM Cantafio and Wallin were acting 

directly or indirectly in the interest of employer NVM in relation to employee Saubert.  Among 
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other things, Cantafio and/or Wallin had or now have for all relevant time periods the authority to 

hire and fire employees, the authority to direct and supervise the work of employees, the 

authority to sign on the company’s checking accounts, including payroll accounts, and have the 

authority to participate in decisions regarding employee compensation and capital expenditures.   

105. Cantafio, Wallin and NVM were and are "employers" under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of 

FLSA, and, as such, are jointly and severally liable for the unpaid wages and other relief sought 

herein. 

106. As the Senior Vice President of Operations at NVM, Saubert was an employee of 

NVM under 29 U.S.C. 203(e).  Saubert’s employment has been and is integral and indispensable 

to NVM.  

107. Defendants willfully failed to compensate Saubert for any and all time he worked 

for NVM. 

108. Saubert is entitled to be paid the federal minimum wage for all time worked.  

109. As a result of Defendants’ failure and refusal to compensate Saubert for all the 

time worked, the hourly rate of Saubert fell below the minimum wage.    

110. Defendants’ failure to pay the federal minimum wage rate violated the minimum 

wage hour provisions of the FLSA.  

111. Defendants willfully failed to pay Saubert lawfully required and agreed-to 

compensation despite the fact that Defendants knew, or should have known, of the requirements 

of the FLSA. 

112. Defendants continue a pattern of deliberate, voluntary, intentional, and willful 

violation of the FLSA. 
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113. In denying Saubert just compensation, Defendants' acts were not based upon good 

faith or reasonable grounds. 

114. Saubert is entitled to recover unpaid wages for all years prior to the filing of this 

suit because of Defendants’ failure to pay minimum wages for all hours worked in individual 

work weeks.   

115. Saubert is also entitled to liquidated damages, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §216(b).   

116. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) of the FLSA, Saubert also claims attorneys’ fees.   

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Michael Saubert, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

Count IV– Violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act 
(Unpaid Wages: Arinello v. All Defendants) 

117. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 54-65 above as this paragraph 117 of 

Count IV, as if fully set forth herein. 

118. This count arises from defendants’ violation of the FLSA for their failure to pay 

Arinello the federally mandated minimum wages for all time worked.  

119. NVM is engaged in the business of the creating, building, and maintenance of a 

national museum dedicated to the men and women who served in the U.S. military. As such, 

NVM’s services qualify as an enterprise engaged in commerce as defined under 29 U.S.C. § 

203(r) of the FLSA.  

120. During Arinello’s employment with NVM from November, 2010 through July, 

2013, NVM was Arinello’s employer, as that term is defined under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of the 

FLSA.  
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121. During Arinello’s employment with NVM from November 2010 through July 

2013 Cantafio and Wallin were acting directly or indirectly in the interest of employer NVM in 

relation to employee Arinello.  Among other things, Cantafio and/or Wallin had or now have for 

all relevant time periods the authority to hire and fire employees, the authority to direct and 

supervise the work of employees, the authority to sign on the company’s checking accounts, 

including payroll accounts, and have the authority to participate in decisions regarding employee 

compensation and capital expenditures.   

122. Cantafio, Wallin, and NVM were and are "employers" under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of 

FLSA, and, as such, are jointly and severally liable for the unpaid wages and other relief sought 

herein. 

123. As the Senior Vice President of Museum Service, and later as Chief of Staff, 

Arinello was an employee of NVM under 29 U.S.C. 203(e).  Arinello’s employment has been 

and is integral and indispensable to NVM.  

124. Defendants willfully failed to compensate Arinello for any and all time worked 

while employed by NVM. 

125. Arinello is entitled to be paid the federal minimum wage for all time worked.  

126. As a result of Defendants’ failure and refusal to compensate Arinello for all the 

time worked, the hourly rate of Arinello fell below the minimum wage.    

127. Defendants’ failure to pay the federal minimum wage rate violated the minimum 

wage hour provisions of the FLSA.  

128. Defendants willfully failed to pay Arinello lawfully required and agreed-to 

compensation despite the fact that Defendants knew, or should have known, of the requirements 

of the FLSA. 
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129. Defendants continue a pattern of deliberate, voluntary, intentional, and willful 

violation of the FLSA. 

130. In denying Arinello just compensation, Defendants' acts were not based upon 

good faith or reasonable grounds. 

131. Arinello is entitled to recover unpaid wages for all years prior to the filing of this 

suit because of Defendants’ failure to pay minimum wages for all hours worked in individual 

work weeks.   

132. Arinello is also entitled to liquidated damages, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §216(b).   

133. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) of the FLSA, Arinello also claims attorneys’ fees.   

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Dennis Arinello, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

Count V – Violation of the Illinois Minimum Wage Law 
(Unpaid Wages: Pesavento v. All Defendants) 

 
134. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 1-27 above as this paragraph 134 of this Count V, 

as if fully set forth herein.   

135. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the Illinois Minimum Wage Law 

(“IMWL”) for their failure and refusal to pay Pesavento the state-mandated minimum wages for 

all time worked.  

136. During Pesavento’s employment with NVM from December 11, 2011 through 

May 24, 2013, Defendants were the “employer(s)” of. Pesavento as defined in the IMWL, 820 

ILCS 105/3(c), and. Pesavento was defendants’ “employee” within the meaning of the IMWL. 

137. Cantafio and Wallin are officers, directors, managers or supervisors of NVM 

under whom Pesavento performed services directly and indirectly in the interests of NVM. 
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138. As employers of Pesavento, Defendants are jointly and severally liable for the 

failure to pay her wages. 

139. Pesavento has not been compensated for any time worked.  As a result, her hourly 

wage fell below the Illinois minimum wage in violation of the provisions of the IMWL, 820 

ILCS 105/4(a)(1) and 105/11(c). 

140. There is, and has been, the practice and policy of Defendants willfully failing, 

refusing or neglecting to pay Pesavento any wages in violation of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4. 

141. The IMWL (820 ILCS 105/12(a)), provides that an employer who fails to pay the 

required amount of wages due an employee under the law, shall be liable to the underpaid 

employee for the unpaid wages and for punitive damages in the amount of 2% of the amount of 

such underpayments for each month following the date of payment during which such 

underpayments remain unpaid. 

142. Pesavento is entitled to unpaid wages, 2% per month late penalty thereon, and 

attorney's fees and costs, as provided by 820 ILCS 105/12(a). 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Kim Pesavento, prays that this Honorable Court enter judgment 

in her favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just and proper.  

 

Count VI – Violation of the Illinois Minimum Wage Law 
(Unpaid Wages: Turnbaugh v. All Defendants) 

 
143. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 28-42 above as this paragraph 143 of 

Count VI, as if fully set forth herein.   

144. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the IMWL for their failure and 

refusal to pay Turnbaugh the state-mandated minimum wages for all time worked.  
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145. During Turnbaugh’s employment with NVM from October 2011 through May 

2013, Defendants were the “employer(s)” of Turnbaugh as defined in the IMWL, 820 ILCS 

105/3(c) and Turnbaugh was Defendants’ “employee” within the meaning of the IMWL. 

146. Cantafio and Wallin are officers, directors, managers or supervisors of NVM 

under whom Turnbaugh performed services directly and indirectly in the interests of NVM. 

147. As employers of Turnbaugh, Defendants are jointly and severally liable for the 

failure to pay him wages. 

148. Turnbaugh has not been compensated for any time worked.  As a result, his hourly 

wage fell below the Illinois minimum wage in violation of the provisions of the IMWL, 820 

ILCS 105/4(a)(1) and 105/11(c). 

149. There is, and has been, the practice and policy of Defendants willfully failing, 

refusing or neglecting to pay Turnbaugh any wages in violation of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4. 

150. The IMWL (820 ILCS 105/12(a)), provides that an employer who fails to pay the 

required amount of wages due an employee under the law, shall be liable to the underpaid 

employee for the unpaid wages and for punitive damages in the amount of 2% of the amount of 

such underpayments for each month following the date of payment during which such 

underpayments remain unpaid. 

151. Turnbaugh is entitled to unpaid wages, 2% per month late penalty thereon, and 

attorney's fees and costs, as provided by 820 ILCS 105/12(a). 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Paul Turnbaugh, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  
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Count VII – Violation of the Illinois Minimum Wage Law 
(Unpaid Wages: Saubert v. All Defendants) 

 
152. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 43-53 above as this paragraph 152 of 

Count VII, as if fully set forth herein.   

153. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the IMWL for their failure and 

refusal to pay Saubert the state-mandated minimum wages for all time worked.  

154. During Saubert’s employment with NVM from November 2011, and more 

specifically at a salaried position from April 2012 through May 2013, Defendants were the 

“employer(s)” of Saubert as defined in the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/3(c), and Saubert was 

Defendants’ “employee” within the meaning of the IMWL. 

155. Cantafio and Wallin are officers, directors, managers or supervisors of NVM 

under whom Saubert performed services directly and indirectly in the interests of NVM. 

156. As employers of Saubert, Defendants are jointly and severally liable for the 

failure to pay him wages. 

157. Saubert has not been compensated for any time worked.  As a result, his hourly 

wage fell below the Illinois minimum wage in violation of the provisions of the IMWL, 820 

ILCS 105/4(a)(1) and 105/11(c). 

158. There is, and has been, the practice and policy of Defendants willfully failing, 

refusing or neglecting to pay Saubert any wages in violation of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4. 

159. The IMWL (820 ILCS 105/12(a)), provides that an employer who fails to pay the 

required amount of wages due an employee under the law, shall be liable to the underpaid 

employee for the unpaid wages and for punitive damages in the amount of 2% of the amount of 

such underpayments for each month following the date of payment during which such 

underpayments remain unpaid. 
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160. Saubert is entitled to unpaid wages, 2% per month late penalty thereon, and 

attorney's fees and costs, as provided by 820 ILCS 105/12(a). 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Michael Saubert, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

Count VIII – Violation of the Illinois Minimum Wage Law 
(Unpaid Wages: Arinello v. All Defendants) 

 
161. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 54-65 above as this paragraph 161 of 

Count VIII, as if fully set forth herein.   

162. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the IMWL for their failure and 

refusal to pay Arinello the state-mandated minimum wages for all time worked.  

163. During Arinello’s employment with NVM, Defendants were the “employer(s)” of 

Arinello as defined in the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/3 (c) and Arinello was defendants’ “employee” 

within the meaning of the IMWL. 

164. Cantafio and Wallin are officers, directors, managers or supervisors of NVM 

under whom Arinello performed services directly and indirectly in the interests of NVM. 

165. As employers of Arinello, Defendants are jointly and severally liable for the 

failure to pay him wages. 

166. Arinello has not been compensated for any time worked.  As a result, his hourly 

wage fell below the Illinois minimum wage in violation of the provisions of the IMWL, 820 

ILCS 105/4(a)(1) and 105/11(c). 

167. There is, and has been, the practice and policy of Defendants willfully failing, 

refusing or neglecting to pay Arinello any wages in violation of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4. 
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168. The IMWL (820 ILCS 105/12(a)), provides that an employer who fails to pay the 

required amount of wages due an employee under the law, shall be liable to the underpaid 

employee for the unpaid wages and for punitive damages in the amount of 2% of the amount of 

such underpayments for each month following the date of payment during which such 

underpayments remain unpaid. 

169. Arinello is entitled to unpaid wages, 2% per month late penalty thereon, and 

attorney's fees and costs, as provided by 820 ILCS 105/12(a). 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Dennis Arinello, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

Count IX – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act 
(Pesavento v. Cantafio and Wallin, as “agents of employer”—Unpaid Wages) 

 
170. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 1-27 above as this paragraph 170 of Count IX as 

if fully set forth herein. 

171. This count arises from defendants’ violation of the Illinois Wage Payment and 

Collection Act (“IWPCA”) for Defendants’ failure and refusal to pay Pesavento her earned 

wages for all time worked at the rate agreed by the parties.  

172. From December 11, 2011 through May 24, 2013, Pesavento was an “employee” 

of NVM, as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/2. 

173. Since December 2011 through May 2013, NVM was an “employer” of Pesavento, 

as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA.   

174. During that time period, Cantafio as chief executive officer of NVM and Wallin as 

President of NVM, were “agents” of employer NVM, as that term is used and defined in the 

IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13. 
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175. Section 2 of the IWPCA defines wages as "any compensation owed an employee 

by an employer pursuant to an employment contract or agreement between the 2 parties . . . ."   

176. Section 4 of the IWPCA provides, "All wages earned by any employee during a 

semi-monthly or biweekly pay period shall be paid to such employee not later than 13 days after 

the end of the pay period in which such wages were earned."   

177. Section 4 of the IWPCA further provides, “All wages earned by any employee 

during a weekly pay period shall be paid not later than 7 days after the end of the weekly pay 

period in which the wages were earned.” 

178. Further, there existed an implied agreement between Pesavento and Defendants 

that NVM’s compensation policies would comply with state and federal law. 

179. Defendants have breached that implied agreement in that NVM’s policies violate 

wage and hour provisions of both state and federal law. 

180. Pursuant to the agreement of the parties on or around December 2011 and during 

Pesavento’s employment with NVM, NVM owed Pesavento wages bi-weekly in the following 

amounts for her role as Director of Volunteer Services and Special Events: 

a. A yearly salary of $85,000.00 commencing on December 11, 2011 through 
May 24, 2013. 

181. On October 1, 2013, Pesavento made written demand on Defendants for payment 

of Pesavento’s unpaid wages.  (Exhibit A)  

182. Defendants have refused to pay Pesavento her unpaid wages despite being under a 

duty to pay such wages.   

183. Notwithstanding, Pesavento’s demand on employer, NVM, and on its agents, 

Cantafio and Wallin, to pay Pesavento her unpaid wages, Defendants have willfully and 

unjustifiably refused to comply with Pesavento’s demand for payment of wages.   
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184. Defendants have refused to pay Pesavento her wages with the intent to annoy, 

harass, oppress, hinder, delay and/or defraud Pesavento.  

185. Cantafio and Wallin are personally liable for NVM’s failure to pay Pesavento her 

unpaid wages and compensation.  Specifically, Cantafio and Wallin  knowingly permitted and 

intentionally caused NVM to violate the IWPCA and are, therefore, an “employer” of Pesavento 

under the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13, for the following reasons, among others: 

a. Cantafio negotiated Pesavento’s payment arrangement;  

b. Cantafio and Wallin knew the terms of the payment arrangement and how 
NVM should have compensated Pesavento; and 

c. Cantafio is the Chief Executive Officer of NVM and Wallin is the 
President of NVM.  

186. At least three days before Pesavento filed this suit for wages earned and due 

according to the terms of her employment, Pesavento made written demand for payment on all 

Defendants, pursuant to 705 ILCS 225/1 (Exhibit A).  Consequently, Pesavento is entitled to 

attorneys’ fees from Defendants relating to this action  

187. Likewise, pursuant to the IWPCA, 820 ILCS 115/14, Pesavento is entitled to 

attorneys’ fees in connection with this action.   

188. Additionally, pursuant to the IWPCA, Pesavento is entitled to a penalty of 2% of 

the underpaid wages for each month following the date of the violation until the wages are paid.  

820 ILCS §115/14. 

189. In addition to the foregoing remedies, Cantafio and Wallin are guilty of a 

misdemeanor.  820 ILCS §115/14. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Kim Pesavento, prays that this Honorable Court enter judgment 

in her favor and against Defendants, Joseph Cantafio and John Wallin and for any other relief 

that this Court deems just and proper.  
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Count X – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act 
(Pesavento v. NVM Unpaid Wages) 

190. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 170-189 above as this paragraph 190 of this 

Count X, as if fully set forth herein. 

191. NVM is in violation of the IWPCA by refusing to pay Pesavento her wages, as 

more fully alleged above.   

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Pesavento, prays that this Honorable Court enter judgment in 

her favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just and proper.  

Count XI – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act 
(Turnbaugh v. Cantafio and Wallin, as “agents of employer”—Unpaid Wages) 

 
192. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 28-42 above as this paragraph 192 of 

this Count XI as if fully set forth herein. 

193. This count arises from defendants’ violation of the IWPCA for Defendants’ failure 

and refusal to pay Turnbaugh his earned wages for all time worked at the rate agreed by the 

parties.  

194. From October 2011 through May 2013, Turnbaugh was an “employee” of NVM, 

as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/2. 

195. Since October 2011 through May 2013, NVM was an “employer” of Turnbaugh, 

as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA.   

196. During that time period, Cantafio as chief executive officer of NVM and Wallin as 

President of NVM , were  “agents” of employer NVM, as that term is used and defined in the 

IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13. 

197. Section 2 of the IWPCA defines wages as "any compensation owed an employee 

by an employer pursuant to an employment contract or agreement between the 2 parties . . . ."   
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198. Section 4 of the IWPCA provides, "All wages earned by any employee during a 

semi-monthly or biweekly pay period shall be paid to such employee not later than 13 days after 

the end of the pay period in which such wages were earned."   

199. Section 4 of the IWPCA further provides, “All wages earned by any employee 

during a weekly pay period shall be paid not later than 7 days after the end of the weekly pay 

period in which the wages were earned.” 

200. Further, there existed an implied agreement between Turnbaugh and Defendants 

that NVM’s compensation policies would comply with state and federal law. 

201. Defendants have breached that implied agreement in that NVM’s policies violate 

wage and hour provisions of both state and federal law. 

202. Pursuant to the agreement of the parties on or around October 2011  and during 

Turnbaugh’s employment with NVM, NVM owed Turnbaugh wages bi-weekly in the following 

amounts for his role as Artist in Residence and Design Department Director.: 

a. A yearly salary of $150,000.00 commencing on October, 2011, amounting 
to $225,000.00 in salary for a year and one half year 

203. On October 1, 2013, Turnbaugh made written demand on Defendants for payment 

of Turnbaugh’s unpaid wages. (Exhibit A)   

204. Defendants have refused to pay Turnbaugh his unpaid wages despite being under 

a duty to pay such wages.   

205. Notwithstanding Turnbaugh’s demand on employer, NVM, and on its agents, 

Cantafio and Wallin, to pay Turnbaugh his unpaid wages, Defendants have willfully and 

unjustifiably refused to comply with Turnbaugh’s demand for payment of wages.   

206. Defendants have refused to pay Turnbaugh his wages with the intent to annoy, 

harass, oppress, hinder, delay and/or defraud Turnbaugh.  
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207. Cantafio and Wallin are personally liable for NVM’s failure to pay Turnbaugh his 

unpaid wages and compensation.  Specifically, Cantafio and Wallin knowingly permitted and 

intentionally caused NVM to violate the IWPCA and are, therefore, an “employer” of Turnbaugh 

under the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13, for the following reasons, among others: 

a. Cantafio negotiated Turnbaugh’s payment arrangement;  

b. Cantafio and Wallin knew the terms of the payment arrangement and how 
NVM should have compensated Turnbaugh; and 

c. Cantafio is the Chief Executive Officer of NVM and Wallin is the 
President of NVM.   

208. At least three days before Turnbaugh filed this suit for wages earned and due 

according to the terms of his employment, Turnbaugh made written demand for payment on 

Defendants, pursuant to 705 ILCS 225/1.  (Exhibit A)  Consequently, Turnbaugh is entitled to 

attorneys’ fees from Defendants relating to this action.  

209. Likewise, pursuant to the IWPCA, 820 ILCS 115/14, Turnbaugh is entitled to 

attorneys’ fees in connection with this action.   

210. Additionally, pursuant to the IWPCA, Turnbaugh is entitled to a penalty of 2% of 

the underpaid wages for each month following the date of the violation until the wages are paid.  

820 ILCS §115/14. 

211. In addition to the foregoing remedies, Cantafio and Wallin are guilty of a 

misdemeanor.  820 ILCS §115/14. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Paul Turnbaugh, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants, Joseph Cantafio and John Wallin and for any other 

relief that this Court deems just and proper. 

Count XII – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act 
(Turnbaugh v. NVM Unpaid Wages) 
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212. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 192-211 above as this paragraph 212 of Count 

XII, as if fully set forth herein. 

213. NVM is in violation of the IWPCA by refusing to pay Turnbaugh his wages, as 

more fully alleged above.   

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Paul Turnbaugh, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendant, National Veterans Museum and for any other relief 

that this Court deems just and proper.  

Count XIII– Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act 
(Saubert v. Cantafio and Wallin, as “agents of employer”—Unpaid Wages) 

 
214. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 43-53 above as this paragraph 214 of 

Count XIII as if fully set forth herein. 

215. This count arises from defendants’ violation of the IWPCA for Defendants’ failure 

and refusal to pay Saubert his earned wages for all time worked at the rate agreed by the parties.  

216. From November 2011, and specifically from April 2012 at a salaried position 

through May 2013, Saubert was an “employee” of NVM, as that term is defined and used in the 

IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/2. 

217. Since November 2011 through May 2013, NVM was an “employer” of Saubert, 

as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA.   

218. During that time period, Cantafio as chief executive officer of NVM and Wallin as 

President of NVM, were “agents” of employer NVM, as that term is used and defined in the 

IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13. 

219. Section 2 of the IWPCA defines wages as "any compensation owed an employee 

by an employer pursuant to an employment contract or agreement between the 2 parties . . . ."   
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220. Section 4 of the IWPCA provides, "All wages earned by any employee during a 

semi-monthly or biweekly pay period shall be paid to such employee not later than 13 days after 

the end of the pay period in which such wages were earned."   

221. Section 4 of the IWPCA further provides, “All wages earned by any employee 

during a weekly pay period shall be paid not later than 7 days after the end of the weekly pay 

period in which the wages were earned.” 

222. Further, there existed an implied agreement between Saubert and defendants that 

NVM’s compensation policies would comply with state and federal law. 

223. Defendants have breached that implied agreement in that NVM’s policies violate 

wage and hour provisions of both state and federal law. 

224. Pursuant to the agreement of the parties on or around November 2011, and then 

more specifically for the salaried position beginning in April 2012,  and during Saubert’s 

employment with NVM, NVM owed Saubert wages bi-weekly in the following amounts for his 

role as Senior Vice President of Operations: 

a. Annual salary of $175,000.00 

225. On October 1, 2013, Saubert made written demand on Defendants for payment of 

Saubert’s unpaid wages. (Exhibit A) 

226. Defendants have refused to pay Saubert his unpaid wages despite being under a 

duty to pay such wages.   

227. Notwithstanding Saubert’s demand on employer, NVM, and on its agents, 

Cantafio and Wallin, to pay Saubert his unpaid wages, Defendants have willfully and 

unjustifiably refused to comply with Saubert’s demand for payment of wages.   

228. Defendants have refused to pay Saubert his wages with the intent to annoy, 

harass, oppress, hinder, delay and/or defraud Saubert.  
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229. Cantafio and Wallin are personally liable for NVM’s failure to pay Saubert his 

unpaid wages and compensation.  Specifically, Cantafio and Wallin knowingly permitted and 

intentionally caused NVM to violate the IWPCA and are, therefore, an “employer” of Saubert 

under the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13, for the following reasons, among others: 

a. Cantafio negotiated Saubert’s payment arrangement;  

b. Cantafio and Wallin knew the terms of the payment arrangement and how 
NVM should have compensated Saubert; and 

c. Cantafio is the Chief Executive Officer of NVM and Wallin is the 
President of NVM.   

230. At least three days before Saubert filed this suit for wages earned and due 

according to the terms of his employment, Saubert made written demand for payment on 

Defendants, pursuant to 705 ILCS 225/1. (Exhibit A)  Consequently, Saubert is entitled to 

attorneys’ fees from Defendants relating to this action.  

231. Likewise, pursuant to the IWPCA, 820 ILCS 115/14, Saubert is entitled to 

attorneys’ fees in connection with this action.   

232. Additionally, pursuant to the IWPCA, Saubert is entitled to a penalty of 2% of the 

underpaid wages for each month following the date of the violation until the wages are paid.  820 

ILCS §115/14. 

233. In addition to the foregoing remedies, Cantafio and Wallin are guilty of a 

misdemeanor.  820 ILCS §115/14. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Michael Saubert, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants, Joseph Cantafio and John Wallin and for any other 

relief that this Court deems just and proper. 

Count XIV – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act 
(Saubert v. NVM Unpaid Wages) 
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234. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 214-233 above as this paragraph 234 of Count XIV, 

as if fully set forth herein. 

235. NVM is in violation of the IWPCA by refusing to pay Saubert his wages, as more 

fully alleged above.   

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Michael Saubert, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendant, National Veterans Museum and for any other relief 

that this Court deems just and proper.  

Count XV– Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act 
(Arinello v. Cantafio and Wallin, as “agent of employer”—Unpaid Wages) 

 
236. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 54-65 above as paragraph 236 of this 

Count XV as if fully set forth herein. 

237. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the IWPCA for Defendants’ 

failure and refusal to pay Arinello his earned wages for all time worked at the rate agreed by the 

parties.  

238. From November 2010 through July 2013, Arinello was an “employee” of NVM, 

as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/2. 

239. Since November 2010 and through July 2013, NVM was an “employer” of 

Arinello, as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA.   

240. During that time period, Cantafio as chief executive officer of NVM and Wallin as 

President of NVM, were “agents” of employer NVM, as that term is used and defined in the 

IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13. 

241. Section 2 of the IWPCA defines wages as "any compensation owed an employee 

by an employer pursuant to an employment contract or agreement between the 2 parties . . . ."   
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242. Section 4 of the IWPCA provides, "All wages earned by any employee during a 

semi-monthly or biweekly pay period shall be paid to such employee not later than 13 days after 

the end of the pay period in which such wages were earned."   

243. Section 4 of the IWPCA further provides, “All wages earned by any employee 

during a weekly pay period shall be paid not later than 7 days after the end of the weekly pay 

period in which the wages were earned.” 

244. Further, there existed an implied agreement between Arinello and defendants that 

NVM’s compensation policies would comply with state and federal law. 

245. Defendants have breached that implied agreement in that NVM’s policies violate 

wage and hour provisions of both state and federal law. 

246. Pursuant to the agreement of the parties on or around November 2010 during 

Arinello’s employment with NVM, NVM owed Arinello wages bi-weekly in the following 

amounts for his role as Senior Vice President of Museum Services, and later Chief of Staff: 

a. Annual salary of $175,000.00 

247. On October 1, 2013, Arinello made written demand on Defendants for payment of 

Arinello’s unpaid wages.  (Exhibit A) 

248. Defendants have refused to pay Arinello his unpaid wages despite being under a 

duty to pay such wages.   

249. Notwithstanding Arinello’s demand on employer, NVM, and on its agents, 

Cantafio and Wallin, to pay Arinello his unpaid wages, Defendants have willfully and 

unjustifiably refused to comply with Arinello’s demand for payment of wages.   

250. Defendants have refused to pay Arinello his wages with the intent to annoy, 

harass, oppress, hinder, delay and/or defraud Arinello.  
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251. Cantafio and Wallin are personally liable for NVM’s failure to pay Arinello his 

unpaid wages and compensation.  Specifically, Cantafio and Wallin  knowingly permitted and 

intentionally caused NVM to violate the IWPCA and are, therefore, an “employer” of Arinello 

under the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13, for the following reasons, among others: 

a. Cantafio negotiated Arinello’s payment arrangement;  

b. Cantafio and Wallin, with the approval of the Board of Directors knew the 
terms of the payment arrangement and how NVM should have 
compensated Arinello; and 

c. Cantafio is the Chief Executive Officer of NVM and Wallin is the 
President of NVM.   

252. At least three days before. Arinello filed this suit for wages earned and due 

according to the terms of his employment, Arinello made written demand for payment on 

Defendants, pursuant to 705 ILCS 225/1 (Exhibit A).  Consequently, Arinello is entitled to 

attorneys’ fees from Defendants relating to this action.  

253. Likewise, pursuant to the IWPCA, 820 ILCS 115/14, Arinello is entitled to 

attorneys’ fees in connection with this action.   

254. Additionally, pursuant to the IWPCA, Arinello is entitled to a penalty of 2% of the 

underpaid wages for each month following the date of the violation until the wages are paid.  820 

ILCS §115/14. 

255. In addition to the foregoing remedies, Cantafio and Wallin are guilty of a 

misdemeanor.  820 ILCS §115/14. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Dennis Arinello, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants, Joseph Cantafio and John Wallin and for any other 

relief that this Court deems just and proper. 
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Count XVI – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act 
(Arinello v. NVM Unpaid Wages) 

256. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 236-255 above as this paragraph 256 of Count 

XVI, as if fully set forth herein. 

257. NVM is in violation of the IWPCA by refusing to pay Arinello his wages, as more 

fully alleged above.   

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Dennis Arinello, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendant, National Veterans Museum and for any other relief 

that this Court deems just and proper. 

Count XVII– Breach of Oral Contract 
(Pesavento v. NVM)  

258. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 27 above as paragraph 258 of this 

Count XVII, as if fully set forth herein. 

259. Pursuant to oral agreements alleged above between Pesavento and Cantafio on 

behalf of NVM, NVM was to pay Pesavento compensation for her roles as Director of Volunteer 

Services and Director and Coordinator of Special Events. 

260. All such compensation was to be paid retroactively to the date in which NVM 

began receiving funding. 

261. Pesavento fulfilled her duties and responsibilities as Director of Volunteer 

Services and Director and Coordinator of Special Events for NVM. 

262. As more fully set forth above, NVM has failed to pay Pesavento the agreed to 

wages or compensation in connection with her duties and responsibilities as Director of 

Volunteer Services and Director of Special Events. 

263. As a result of NVM’s breach of contract, Pesavento sustained damages in an 

amount in excess of $85,000.00. 
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264. Notwithstanding Pesavento’s demands upon NVM to pay wages and other 

compensation, NVM refused, and continues to refuse, to pay Pesavento.   

265. Pesavento claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to 

NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Kim Pesavento, prays that this Honorable Court enter judgment 

in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just and proper.  

Count XVIII– Breach of Oral Contract 
(Turnbaugh v. NVM)  

266. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 28-42 above as paragraph 266 of this 

Count XVIII, as if fully set forth herein. 

267. Pursuant to oral agreements alleged above between Turnbaugh and Cantafio on 

behalf of NVM, NVM was to pay Turnbaugh compensation for his role as Artist in Residence 

and Design Department Director. 

268. All such compensation was to be paid retroactively to the date in which NVM 

began receiving funding. 

269. Turnbaugh fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as Artist in Residence and 

Design Department Director for NVM. 

270. As more fully set forth above, NVM has failed to pay Turnbaugh the agreed to 

wages or compensation in connection with his duties and responsibilities as Artist in Residence 

and Design Department Director. 

271. As a result of NVM’s breach of contract, Turnbaugh sustained damages in an 

amount in excess of $225,000.00. 

272. Notwithstanding Turnbaugh’s demands upon NVM to pay wages and other 

compensation, NVM refused, and continues to refuse, to pay Turnbaugh.   
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273. Turnbaugh claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to 

NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Paul Turnbaugh, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

Count XIX– Breach of Oral Contract 
(Saubert v. NVM)  

274. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 43-53 above as paragraph 274 of this Count 

XIX, as if fully set forth herein. 

275. Pursuant to oral agreements alleged above between Saubert and Cantafio on 

behalf of NVM, NVM was to pay Saubert compensation for his role as Senior Vice President of 

Operations. 

276. All such compensation was to be paid retroactively to the date in which NVM 

began receiving funding. 

277. Saubert fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as Senior Vice President of 

Operations for NVM. 

278. As more fully set forth above, NVM has failed to pay Saubert the agreed to wages 

or compensation in connection with his duties and responsibilities as Senior Vice President of 

Operations. 

279. As a result of NVM’s breach of contract, Saubert sustained damages in an amount 

in excess of $175,000.00. 

280. Notwithstanding Saubert’s demands upon NVM to pay wages and other 

compensation, NVM refused, and continues to refuse, to pay Saubert.   
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281. Saubert claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s 

vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Michael Saubert, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in her favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

Count XX– Breach of Oral Contract 
(Arinello v. NVM)  

282. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 54-65 above as paragraph 282 of this Count 

XX, as if fully set forth herein. 

283. Pursuant to oral agreements alleged above between Arinello and Cantafio on 

behalf of NVM, NVM was to pay Arinello compensation for his role as Senior Vice President of 

Museum Services and Chief of Staff. 

284. All such compensation was to be paid retroactively to the date in which NVM 

began receiving funding. 

285. Arinello fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as Senior Vice President of 

Museum Services and Chief of Staff. 

286. As more fully set forth above, NVM has failed to pay Arinello the agreed to 

wages or compensation in connection with his duties and responsibilities as Senior Vice 

President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff. 

287. As a result of NVM’s breach of contract, Arinello sustained damages in an 

amount in excess of $175,000.00. 

288. Notwithstanding Arinello’s demands upon NVM to pay wages and other 

compensation, NVM refused, and continues to refuse, to pay Arinello.   
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289. Arinello claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s 

vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Dennis Arinello, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

Count XXI – Quantum Meruit (alternative count) 
(Pesavento v. NVM) 

290. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 1-27 above as paragraph 290 of this Count XXI, 

as if fully set forth herein. 

291. Pesavento rendered services to NVM as its Director of Volunteer Services and 

Coordinator of Special Events.   

292. NVM accepted the benefits of Pesavento’s labor and services. 

293. NVM owes Pesavento an amount in excess of $85,000.00 as the reasonable value 

of such labor and services.  

294. Pesavento has demanded payment from NVM for her labor and services rendered 

for NVM but NVM has refused and continues to refuse to pay Pesavento for her labor and 

services; all to NVM’s benefit and to Pesavento’s detriment. 

295. Pesavento claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to 

NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Kim Pesavento, prays that this Honorable Court enter judgment 

in her favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just and proper.  

Count XXII– Quantum Meruit (alternative count) 
(Turnbaugh v. NVM) 
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296. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 28-42 above as paragraph 296 of this 

Count XXII, as if fully set forth herein. 

297. Turnbaugh rendered services to NVM as its Artist in Residence and Design 

Department Director.   

298. NVM accepted the benefits of Turnbaugh’s labor and services. 

299. NVM owes Ms. Turnbaugh an amount in excess of $225,000.00 as the reasonable 

value of such labor and services.  

300. Turnbaugh has demanded payment from NVM for his labor and services rendered 

for NVM but NVM has refused and continues to refuse to pay Turnbaugh for his labor and 

services; all to NVM’s benefit and to Turnbaugh’s detriment. 

301. Turnbaugh claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to 

NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Paul Turnbaugh, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

Count XXIII– Quantum Meruit (alternative count) 
(Saubert v. NVM) 

302. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 43-53 above as paragraph 302 of this Count 

XXIII, as if fully set forth herein. 

303. Saubert rendered services to NVM as its Senior Vice President of Operations.   

304. NVM accepted the benefits of Saubert’s labor and services. 

305. NVM owes Saubert an amount in excess of $175,000.00 as the reasonable value 

of such labor and services.  
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306. Saubert has demanded payment from NVM for his labor and services rendered for 

NVM but NVM has refused and continues to refuse to pay Saubert for his labor and services; all 

to NVM’s benefit and to Saubert’s detriment. 

307. Saubert claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s 

vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.  

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Michael Saubert, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

Count XXIV– Quantum Meruit (alternative count) 
(Arinello v. NVM) 

308. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 54-65 above as paragraph 308 of this Count 

XXIII, as if fully set forth herein. 

309. Arinello rendered services to NVM as its Senior Vice President of Museum 

Services and Chief of Staff.   

310. NVM accepted the benefits of Arinello’s labor and services. 

311. NVM owes Arinello an amount in excess of $175,000.00 as the reasonable value 

of such labor and services.  

312. Arinello has demanded payment from NVM for his labor and services rendered 

for NVM but NVM has refused and continues to refuse to pay Arinello for his labor and services; 

all to NVM’s benefit and to Arinello’s detriment. 

313. Arinello claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s 

vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.  
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Dennis Arinello, prays that this Honorable Court enter 

judgment in his favor and against Defendants and for any other relief that this Court deems just 

and proper.  

 
      Respectfully submitted, 

Kim Pesavento, Paul Turnbaugh, Michael 
Saubert, Dennis Arinello 

   
   
  /s/  Matthew Sheahin 6243872 

  One of their attorneys 
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	1. Plaintiff, Dennis Arinello (“Arinello”), is a resident and citizen of the State of Virginia.
	2. Arinello was initially the Senior Vice President of Museum Services and then, in January 2013, he was transitioned with approval from the Board of Directors to the position of Chief of Staff of Defendant, National Veterans Museum (“NVM”).
	3. Plaintiff, Kim Pesavento (“Pesavento”), is a resident and citizen of the State of Illinois.
	4. Pesavento was the Director of Volunteer Services, and later, the Director of Special Events of NVM.
	5. Plaintiff, Michael Saubert (“Saubert”), is a resident and citizen of the State of Illinois.
	6. Saubert was the Senior Vice President of Operations of NVM.
	7. Plaintiff, Paul Turnbaugh (“Turnbaugh”), is a resident and citizen of the State of Illinois.
	8. Turnbaugh was the Resident Artist and/or Artist in Residence of the NVM.
	9. Defendant Joseph Cantafio (“Cantafio”) is a resident and citizen of the State of Illinois.  Cantafio was originally the President and Chief Executive Officer of the NVM, he is now the Founder and Chief Executive Officer, and serves as an officer an...
	10. Defendant, John Wallin (“Wallin”) is a resident and citizen of the State of Illinois.  Wallin was originally the Chief Finance Officer (CFO), and is now the President and Chief Finance Officer of the NVM, and serves as an officer and director of t...
	11. NVM is an Illinois not-for-profit corporation with its registered agent being Illinois Corporation Service which has its offices at 801 Adlai Stevenson Drive, Springfield, Illinois.  NVM is engaged in the business of raising money for the creation...
	12. This action is brought, in part, pursuant to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, 29 U.S.C. § 201, et seq.  This Court has jurisdiction of this matter under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and 29 U.S.C. § 216(b).
	13. The Court has supplemental jurisdiction over all other claims in the Complaint pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367.
	VENUE
	14. All of the defendants reside in Illinois; the corporate defendant is amenable to personal jurisdiction, and a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims occurred, in this judicial district.  Therefore, venue is appropria...
	Terms of Employment: Pesavento
	15. On March 31, 2011, NVM was incorporated in the State of Illinois.
	16. In late May 2011, Cantafio began courting Pesavento to leave her full time position with Nautilus Medical and join NVM as its full time Director of Volunteer Services for the wage described below.
	17. Pesavento eventually accepted the offer of full time employment with NVM in December 11, 2011, resigning from her full time employment with Nautilus Medical and commencing her employment with NVM as its Director of Volunteer Services.
	18. As Director of Volunteer Services, Pesavento’s duties and responsibilities were to network with the greater military community, and to begin compiling a database of potential volunteers that would staff the day to day museum operations, in additio...
	19. Because of her background as an Interior Designer, and her relationship with key vendors, Pesavento was also asked to coordinate and specify the furniture and finishes for the temporary office space. In addition, prior to being asked to serve as D...
	20. The Board of Directors approved the salary and terms of payment thereof.
	21. Since December 11, 2011, until May 24, 2013, Pesavento offered her professional services and expertise to NVM and provided in excess of 2080 hours of work as an employee of NVM.
	22. On March 1, 2013, recognizing Pesavento’s past success in coordinating special events for NVM, Cantafio and Wallin requested that Pesavento transition into the role of Director of Special Events. Wallin even suggested that Pesavento was the perfec...
	23. On March 11, 2013, Cantafio informed Pesavento that she was being demoted to the position of Special Events Coordinator and also informed her that it included a $20,000 annual pay cut.
	Failure to Pay Compensation
	24. From December 11, 2011 through May 24, 2013, Pesavento fulfilled her duties and responsibilities as Director of Volunteer Services, Director of Special Events, and finally Special Events Coordinator for NVM.
	25. From December 11, 2011, through May 24, 2013, at Cantafio’s specific request,   Pesavento served as the Director of Volunteer Services for NVM and, in March 2013, took on the added duties and responsibilities of the Director of Special Events and ...
	26. Defendants failed to pay Pesavento the agreed or lawful compensation for her performance of the duties and responsibilities of the Director of Volunteer Services and Special Events for NVM.
	27. On October 1, 2013, Pesavento made a written demand on all Defendants for payment of wages under the Fair Labor Standards Act, Illinois Minimum Wage Law and the Illinois Wage Payment Collection Act for work she performed for NVM.  In response, Def...
	Terms of Employment: Turnbaugh
	28. Turnbaugh met with Cantafio in the spring of 2011 and expressed an interest in working at NVM as the Artist in Residence and head of the design department.
	29. Cantafio requested that Turnbaugh submit a proposal book which contained his original artwork and plans for his department for review and approval by the Board of Directors that could be used to promote the NVM and be sold by the NVM as a primary ...
	30. Turnbaugh devoted hundreds of hours to producing military and patriotic themed artwork and designing a proposal book for the Board’s approval.  This book was submitted to Cantafio for review, and over the following weeks, several revisions were ma...
	31. In the fall of 2011, Cantafio informed Turnbaugh that the Board of Directors agreed to hire him.
	32.  Turnbaugh accepted the offer and commenced his employment with NVM as its Artist in Residence and Design Department Director.
	33. As the Artist in Residence, Turnbaugh’s duties and responsibilities included creating art for sale through the NVM gallery and website, as well as any art for promotion and events at the NVM.  The art was developed exclusively for the NVM, and inc...
	34. In connection with Turnbaugh’s agreement to become NVM’s Artist in Residence and Design Department Director, Cantafio informed Turnbaugh that he would receive an annual salary of $150,000.00 beginning in October 2011, which would be paid retroacti...
	35. The Board of Directors approved the salary and terms of payment thereof.
	36. Since the date of hire, and for approximately 18 months thereafter Turnbaugh provided in excess of 3500 hours creating over one hundred original works of military and patriotic themed art.  As Artist in Residence, Turnbaugh created this art with t...
	Failure to Pay Compensation
	37. From October 2011 through May 2013, Turnbaugh fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as Artist in Residence and Design Department Director for NVM.
	38. From May 2011 through May 2013, Cantafio specifically directed and requested that Turnbaugh perform work only for the NVM and no other outside entities as its Artist in Residence and Design Department Director.
	39. In fact, NVM issued a check for part of Turnbaugh’s outstanding wages in the amount of $10,000.00 to Turnbaugh, but Turnbaugh never cashed the check due to specific instructions he received from Cantafio.
	40. An attempt to retrieve the check from Turnbaugh was made by Wallin and refused by Turnbaugh.  Turnbaugh however did offer to give Wallin a copy of the check, but Wallin never responded.
	41. Regardless, Defendants failed to pay Turnbaugh the agreed or lawful compensation for his duties and responsibilities as the Artist in Residence and Design Department Director of NVM.
	42. On October 1, 2013, Turnbaugh made written demand on all Defendants for payment of wages under the Fair Labor Standards Act, Illinois Minimum Wage Law and the Illinois Wage Payment Collection Act.  In response, Defendants failed to him any outstan...
	Terms of Employment: Saubert
	43. In November 2011, Cantafio requested that Saubert join NVM as Deputy Director, and eventually as Senior Vice President of Operations.
	44. Saubert was on the approved list of hires by the Board of Directors.
	45. Saubert accepted the offer and commenced his employment with NVM in November 2011.
	46. As the Senior Vice President of Operations, Saubert’s duties and responsibilities included establishing contact between NVM and the Village of Hoffman Estates, through the Mayor of Hoffman Estates, the village manager, and various trustees and cod...
	47. In connection with Saubert’s agreement to become NVM’s Senior Vice President of Operations, Cantafio informed Saubert that he would receive an annual salary of $175,000.00, which would be paid retroactively from April 2012 once the NVM began recei...
	48. The Board of Directors approved the salary and terms of payment thereof.
	49. Since the date of hire, Saubert diligently provided his professional services and expertise to NVM and provided in excess of 800 hours of work as an employee of NVM.
	Failure to Pay Compensation
	50. Beginning in November 2011, and more specifically for his salaried position beginning in April 2012 through May 2013, Saubert fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as Senior Vice President of Operations of NVM.
	51. From April 2012 and through May 2013, Cantafio and Wallin directed Saubert to act as the Senior Vice President of Operations of NVM.
	52. Regardless, Defendants failed to pay Saubert the agreed or lawful compensation for his duties and responsibilities as the Senior Vice President of Operations of NVM.
	53. On October 1, 2013, Saubert made written demand on Defendants for payment of wages under the Fair Labor Standards Act, Illinois Minimum Wage Law and the Illinois Wage Payment Collection Act.  In response, Defendants failed to pay Saubert any outst...
	Terms of Employment: Arinello
	54. In 2004, Arinello was initially invited by Cantafio to join the NVM as its first board member.  On or about September 2010, Cantafio requested Arinello to relinquish his position as a board member in order to service as Senior Vice President of Mu...
	55. Arinello accepted the offer and commenced his employment with NVM.
	56. Subsequently, in January 2013, Cantafio, with the approval of the Board of Directors, transitioned Arinello from the position as Sr. VP of Museum Services to the position of Chief of Staff (COS).
	57.  Arinello accepted the offer and continued his employment with NVM in the role of COS.
	58. As the Senior Vice President of Museum Services, and later the Chief of Staff, Arinello’s duties and responsibilities included overseeing project management controls of the NVM in conjunction with Saubert interfacing and communicating with the var...
	59. In connection with Arinello’s agreement to become NVM’s Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff, Cantafio informed Arinello that he would receive an annual salary of $175,000.00, which would be paid retroactively once the NVM b...
	60. The Board of Directors approved the salary and terms of payment thereof.
	61. Since 2004, Arinello offered his professional services and expertise to NVM and provided in excess of 2080 hours of work as an employee of NVM.
	Failure to Pay Compensation
	62. From November 2010 through July 2013, Arinello fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff for NVM.
	63. From November 2010 and through July 2013, Cantafio directed Arinello to act as the Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff.
	64. Regardless, Defendants failed to pay Arinello the agreed or lawful compensation for his duties and responsibilities as the Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff of NVM.
	65. On October 1, 2013, Arinello made written demand on all Defendants for payment of wages under the Fair Labor Standards Act, Illinois Minimum Wage Law and the Illinois Wage Payment Collection Act.  In response, Defendants failed to pay Arinello any...
	Count I – Violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act
	(Unpaid Wages: Pesavento v. All Defendants)
	66. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 1-27 above as this paragraph 66 of Count I, as if fully set forth herein.
	67. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”) for their failure to pay Pesavento the federally mandated minimum wages for all time worked.
	68. NVM is engaged in the business of creating, building, and maintenance of a national museum dedicated to the men and women who served in the U.S. military. As such, NVM’s services qualify as an enterprise engaged in commerce as defined under 29 U.S...
	69. During Pesavento’s employment with NVM from December 11, 2011 through May 24, 2013, NVM was Pesavento’s employer, as that term is defined under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of the FLSA.
	70. During Pesavento’s employment with NVM from December 11, 2011 through May 24, 2013, Cantafio and Wallin were acting directly or indirectly in the interest of employer NVM in relation to employee Pesavento.  Among other things, Cantafio and/or Wall...
	71. All Defendants were and are "employers" under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of FLSA, and, as such, are jointly and severally liable for the unpaid wages and other relief sought herein.
	72. As the Director of Volunteer Services and Special Events at NVM, Pesavento was an employee of NVM under 29 U.S.C. 203(e).  Pesavento’s employment has been and is integral and indispensable to NVM.
	73. Defendants willfully failed to compensate Pesavento for any and all of the time she worked at NVM.
	74. Pesavento is entitled to be paid the federal minimum wage for all time worked.
	75. As a result of defendants’ failure and refusal to compensate Pesavento for all the time worked, the hourly rate of Pesavento fell below the minimum wage.
	76. Defendants’ failure to pay the federal minimum wage rate violated the minimum wage hour provisions of the FLSA.
	77. Defendants willfully failed to pay Pesavento lawfully required and agreed-to compensation despite the fact that Defendants knew, or should have known, of the requirements of the FLSA.
	78. Defendants continue a pattern of deliberate, voluntary, intentional, and willful violation of the FLSA.
	79. In denying Pesavento compensation, defendants' acts were not based upon good faith or reasonable grounds.
	80. Pesavento is entitled to recover unpaid wages for all years prior to the filing of this suit because of Defendants’ failure to pay minimum wages for all hours worked in individual work weeks.
	81. Pesavento is also entitled to liquidated damages, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §216(b).
	82. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) of the FLSA, Pesavento also claims attorneys’ fees.
	Count II– Violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act
	(Unpaid Wages: Turnbaugh v. All Defendants)
	83. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 28-42 above as this paragraph 83 of Count II, as if fully set forth herein.
	84. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the FLSA for their failure to pay Turnbaugh the federally mandated minimum wages for all time worked.
	85. NVM is engaged in the business of creating, building, and maintenance of a national museum dedicated to the men and women who served in the U.S. military. As such, NVM’s services qualify as an enterprise engaged in commerce as defined under 29 U.S...
	86. During Turnbaugh’s employment with NVM from October 2011 through May 2013, NVM was Turnbaugh’s employer, as that term is defined under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of the FLSA.
	87. During Turnbaugh’s employment with NVM from October 2011 through May 2013 Cantafio and Wallin were acting directly or indirectly in the interest of employer NVM in relation to employee Turnbaugh.  Among other things, Cantafio and/or Wallin had or ...
	88. Defendants were and are "employers" under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of FLSA, and, as such, are jointly and severally liable for the unpaid wages and other relief sought herein.
	89. As the Resident Artist at NVM, Turnbaugh was an employee of NVM under 29 U.S.C. 203(e).  Turnbaugh’s employment has been and is integral and indispensable to NVM.
	90. Defendants willfully failed to compensate Turnbaugh for any and all time worked while employed by NVM.
	91. Turnbaugh is entitled to be paid the federal minimum wage for all time worked.
	92. As a result of Defendants’ failure and refusal to compensate Turnbaugh for all the time worked, the hourly rate of Turnbaugh fell below the minimum wage.
	93. Defendants’ failure to pay the federal minimum wage rate violated the minimum wage hour provisions of the FLSA.
	94. Defendants have willfully failed to pay Turnbaugh lawfully required and agreed-to compensation despite the fact that Defendants knew, or should have known, of the requirements of the FLSA.
	95. Defendants continue a pattern of deliberate, voluntary, intentional, and willful violation of the FLSA.
	96. In denying Turnbaugh compensation, Defendants' acts were not based upon good faith or reasonable grounds.
	97. Turnbaugh is entitled to recover unpaid wages for all years prior to the filing of this suit because of Defendants’ failure to pay minimum wages for all hours worked in individual work weeks.
	98. Turnbaugh is also entitled to liquidated damages, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §216(b).
	99. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) of the FLSA, Turnbaugh also claims attorneys’ fees.
	Count III– Violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act
	(Unpaid Wages: Saubert v. All Defendants)
	100. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 43-53 above as paragraph 100 of this Count III, as if fully set forth herein.
	101. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the FLSA for their failure to pay Saubert the federally mandated minimum wages for all time worked.
	102. NVM is engaged in the business of the creation, building, and maintenance of a national museum dedicated to the men and women who served in the U.S. military. As such, NVM’s services qualify as an enterprise engaged in commerce as defined under 2...
	103. During Saubert’s employment with NVM from November 2011, and more specifically at a salaried position beginning April 2012 through May 2013, NVM was Saubert’s employer, as that term is defined under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of the FLSA.
	104. During Saubert’s employment with NVM Cantafio and Wallin were acting directly or indirectly in the interest of employer NVM in relation to employee Saubert.  Among other things, Cantafio and/or Wallin had or now have for all relevant time periods...
	105. Cantafio, Wallin and NVM were and are "employers" under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of FLSA, and, as such, are jointly and severally liable for the unpaid wages and other relief sought herein.
	106. As the Senior Vice President of Operations at NVM, Saubert was an employee of NVM under 29 U.S.C. 203(e).  Saubert’s employment has been and is integral and indispensable to NVM.
	107. Defendants willfully failed to compensate Saubert for any and all time he worked for NVM.
	108. Saubert is entitled to be paid the federal minimum wage for all time worked.
	109. As a result of Defendants’ failure and refusal to compensate Saubert for all the time worked, the hourly rate of Saubert fell below the minimum wage.
	110. Defendants’ failure to pay the federal minimum wage rate violated the minimum wage hour provisions of the FLSA.
	111. Defendants willfully failed to pay Saubert lawfully required and agreed-to compensation despite the fact that Defendants knew, or should have known, of the requirements of the FLSA.
	112. Defendants continue a pattern of deliberate, voluntary, intentional, and willful violation of the FLSA.
	113. In denying Saubert just compensation, Defendants' acts were not based upon good faith or reasonable grounds.
	114. Saubert is entitled to recover unpaid wages for all years prior to the filing of this suit because of Defendants’ failure to pay minimum wages for all hours worked in individual work weeks.
	115. Saubert is also entitled to liquidated damages, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §216(b).
	116. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) of the FLSA, Saubert also claims attorneys’ fees.
	Count IV– Violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act
	(Unpaid Wages: Arinello v. All Defendants)
	117. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 54-65 above as this paragraph 117 of Count IV, as if fully set forth herein.
	118. This count arises from defendants’ violation of the FLSA for their failure to pay Arinello the federally mandated minimum wages for all time worked.
	119. NVM is engaged in the business of the creating, building, and maintenance of a national museum dedicated to the men and women who served in the U.S. military. As such, NVM’s services qualify as an enterprise engaged in commerce as defined under 2...
	120. During Arinello’s employment with NVM from November, 2010 through July, 2013, NVM was Arinello’s employer, as that term is defined under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of the FLSA.
	121. During Arinello’s employment with NVM from November 2010 through July 2013 Cantafio and Wallin were acting directly or indirectly in the interest of employer NVM in relation to employee Arinello.  Among other things, Cantafio and/or Wallin had or...
	122. Cantafio, Wallin, and NVM were and are "employers" under 29 U.S.C. 203(d) of FLSA, and, as such, are jointly and severally liable for the unpaid wages and other relief sought herein.
	123. As the Senior Vice President of Museum Service, and later as Chief of Staff, Arinello was an employee of NVM under 29 U.S.C. 203(e).  Arinello’s employment has been and is integral and indispensable to NVM.
	124. Defendants willfully failed to compensate Arinello for any and all time worked while employed by NVM.
	125. Arinello is entitled to be paid the federal minimum wage for all time worked.
	126. As a result of Defendants’ failure and refusal to compensate Arinello for all the time worked, the hourly rate of Arinello fell below the minimum wage.
	127. Defendants’ failure to pay the federal minimum wage rate violated the minimum wage hour provisions of the FLSA.
	128. Defendants willfully failed to pay Arinello lawfully required and agreed-to compensation despite the fact that Defendants knew, or should have known, of the requirements of the FLSA.
	129. Defendants continue a pattern of deliberate, voluntary, intentional, and willful violation of the FLSA.
	130. In denying Arinello just compensation, Defendants' acts were not based upon good faith or reasonable grounds.
	131. Arinello is entitled to recover unpaid wages for all years prior to the filing of this suit because of Defendants’ failure to pay minimum wages for all hours worked in individual work weeks.
	132. Arinello is also entitled to liquidated damages, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §216(b).
	133. Pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) of the FLSA, Arinello also claims attorneys’ fees.
	Count V – Violation of the Illinois Minimum Wage Law
	(Unpaid Wages: Pesavento v. All Defendants)
	134. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 1-27 above as this paragraph 134 of this Count V, as if fully set forth herein.
	135. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the Illinois Minimum Wage Law (“IMWL”) for their failure and refusal to pay Pesavento the state-mandated minimum wages for all time worked.
	136. During Pesavento’s employment with NVM from December 11, 2011 through May 24, 2013, Defendants were the “employer(s)” of. Pesavento as defined in the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/3(c), and. Pesavento was defendants’ “employee” within the meaning of the IMWL.
	137. Cantafio and Wallin are officers, directors, managers or supervisors of NVM under whom Pesavento performed services directly and indirectly in the interests of NVM.
	138. As employers of Pesavento, Defendants are jointly and severally liable for the failure to pay her wages.
	139. Pesavento has not been compensated for any time worked.  As a result, her hourly wage fell below the Illinois minimum wage in violation of the provisions of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4(a)(1) and 105/11(c).
	140. There is, and has been, the practice and policy of Defendants willfully failing, refusing or neglecting to pay Pesavento any wages in violation of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4.
	141. The IMWL (820 ILCS 105/12(a)), provides that an employer who fails to pay the required amount of wages due an employee under the law, shall be liable to the underpaid employee for the unpaid wages and for punitive damages in the amount of 2% of t...
	142. Pesavento is entitled to unpaid wages, 2% per month late penalty thereon, and attorney's fees and costs, as provided by 820 ILCS 105/12(a).
	Count VI – Violation of the Illinois Minimum Wage Law
	(Unpaid Wages: Turnbaugh v. All Defendants)
	143. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 28-42 above as this paragraph 143 of Count VI, as if fully set forth herein.
	144. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the IMWL for their failure and refusal to pay Turnbaugh the state-mandated minimum wages for all time worked.
	145. During Turnbaugh’s employment with NVM from October 2011 through May 2013, Defendants were the “employer(s)” of Turnbaugh as defined in the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/3(c) and Turnbaugh was Defendants’ “employee” within the meaning of the IMWL.
	146. Cantafio and Wallin are officers, directors, managers or supervisors of NVM under whom Turnbaugh performed services directly and indirectly in the interests of NVM.
	147. As employers of Turnbaugh, Defendants are jointly and severally liable for the failure to pay him wages.
	148. Turnbaugh has not been compensated for any time worked.  As a result, his hourly wage fell below the Illinois minimum wage in violation of the provisions of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4(a)(1) and 105/11(c).
	149. There is, and has been, the practice and policy of Defendants willfully failing, refusing or neglecting to pay Turnbaugh any wages in violation of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4.
	150. The IMWL (820 ILCS 105/12(a)), provides that an employer who fails to pay the required amount of wages due an employee under the law, shall be liable to the underpaid employee for the unpaid wages and for punitive damages in the amount of 2% of t...
	151. Turnbaugh is entitled to unpaid wages, 2% per month late penalty thereon, and attorney's fees and costs, as provided by 820 ILCS 105/12(a).
	Count VII – Violation of the Illinois Minimum Wage Law
	(Unpaid Wages: Saubert v. All Defendants)
	152. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 43-53 above as this paragraph 152 of Count VII, as if fully set forth herein.
	153. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the IMWL for their failure and refusal to pay Saubert the state-mandated minimum wages for all time worked.
	154. During Saubert’s employment with NVM from November 2011, and more specifically at a salaried position from April 2012 through May 2013, Defendants were the “employer(s)” of Saubert as defined in the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/3(c), and Saubert was Defend...
	155. Cantafio and Wallin are officers, directors, managers or supervisors of NVM under whom Saubert performed services directly and indirectly in the interests of NVM.
	156. As employers of Saubert, Defendants are jointly and severally liable for the failure to pay him wages.
	157. Saubert has not been compensated for any time worked.  As a result, his hourly wage fell below the Illinois minimum wage in violation of the provisions of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4(a)(1) and 105/11(c).
	158. There is, and has been, the practice and policy of Defendants willfully failing, refusing or neglecting to pay Saubert any wages in violation of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4.
	159. The IMWL (820 ILCS 105/12(a)), provides that an employer who fails to pay the required amount of wages due an employee under the law, shall be liable to the underpaid employee for the unpaid wages and for punitive damages in the amount of 2% of t...
	160. Saubert is entitled to unpaid wages, 2% per month late penalty thereon, and attorney's fees and costs, as provided by 820 ILCS 105/12(a).
	Count VIII – Violation of the Illinois Minimum Wage Law
	(Unpaid Wages: Arinello v. All Defendants)
	161. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 54-65 above as this paragraph 161 of Count VIII, as if fully set forth herein.
	162. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the IMWL for their failure and refusal to pay Arinello the state-mandated minimum wages for all time worked.
	163. During Arinello’s employment with NVM, Defendants were the “employer(s)” of Arinello as defined in the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/3 (c) and Arinello was defendants’ “employee” within the meaning of the IMWL.
	164. Cantafio and Wallin are officers, directors, managers or supervisors of NVM under whom Arinello performed services directly and indirectly in the interests of NVM.
	165. As employers of Arinello, Defendants are jointly and severally liable for the failure to pay him wages.
	166. Arinello has not been compensated for any time worked.  As a result, his hourly wage fell below the Illinois minimum wage in violation of the provisions of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4(a)(1) and 105/11(c).
	167. There is, and has been, the practice and policy of Defendants willfully failing, refusing or neglecting to pay Arinello any wages in violation of the IMWL, 820 ILCS 105/4.
	168. The IMWL (820 ILCS 105/12(a)), provides that an employer who fails to pay the required amount of wages due an employee under the law, shall be liable to the underpaid employee for the unpaid wages and for punitive damages in the amount of 2% of t...
	169. Arinello is entitled to unpaid wages, 2% per month late penalty thereon, and attorney's fees and costs, as provided by 820 ILCS 105/12(a).
	Count IX – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act
	(Pesavento v. Cantafio and Wallin, as “agents of employer”—Unpaid Wages)
	170. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 1-27 above as this paragraph 170 of Count IX as if fully set forth herein.
	171. This count arises from defendants’ violation of the Illinois Wage Payment and Collection Act (“IWPCA”) for Defendants’ failure and refusal to pay Pesavento her earned wages for all time worked at the rate agreed by the parties.
	172. From December 11, 2011 through May 24, 2013, Pesavento was an “employee” of NVM, as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/2.
	173. Since December 2011 through May 2013, NVM was an “employer” of Pesavento, as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA.
	174. During that time period, Cantafio as chief executive officer of NVM and Wallin as President of NVM, were “agents” of employer NVM, as that term is used and defined in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13.
	175. Section 2 of the IWPCA defines wages as "any compensation owed an employee by an employer pursuant to an employment contract or agreement between the 2 parties . . . ."
	176. Section 4 of the IWPCA provides, "All wages earned by any employee during a semi-monthly or biweekly pay period shall be paid to such employee not later than 13 days after the end of the pay period in which such wages were earned."
	177. Section 4 of the IWPCA further provides, “All wages earned by any employee during a weekly pay period shall be paid not later than 7 days after the end of the weekly pay period in which the wages were earned.”
	178. Further, there existed an implied agreement between Pesavento and Defendants that NVM’s compensation policies would comply with state and federal law.
	179. Defendants have breached that implied agreement in that NVM’s policies violate wage and hour provisions of both state and federal law.
	180. Pursuant to the agreement of the parties on or around December 2011 and during Pesavento’s employment with NVM, NVM owed Pesavento wages bi-weekly in the following amounts for her role as Director of Volunteer Services and Special Events:
	a. A yearly salary of $85,000.00 commencing on December 11, 2011 through May 24, 2013.

	181. On October 1, 2013, Pesavento made written demand on Defendants for payment of Pesavento’s unpaid wages.  (Exhibit A)
	182. Defendants have refused to pay Pesavento her unpaid wages despite being under a duty to pay such wages.
	183. Notwithstanding, Pesavento’s demand on employer, NVM, and on its agents, Cantafio and Wallin, to pay Pesavento her unpaid wages, Defendants have willfully and unjustifiably refused to comply with Pesavento’s demand for payment of wages.
	184. Defendants have refused to pay Pesavento her wages with the intent to annoy, harass, oppress, hinder, delay and/or defraud Pesavento.
	185. Cantafio and Wallin are personally liable for NVM’s failure to pay Pesavento her unpaid wages and compensation.  Specifically, Cantafio and Wallin  knowingly permitted and intentionally caused NVM to violate the IWPCA and are, therefore, an “empl...
	a. Cantafio negotiated Pesavento’s payment arrangement;
	b. Cantafio and Wallin knew the terms of the payment arrangement and how NVM should have compensated Pesavento; and
	c. Cantafio is the Chief Executive Officer of NVM and Wallin is the President of NVM.

	186. At least three days before Pesavento filed this suit for wages earned and due according to the terms of her employment, Pesavento made written demand for payment on all Defendants, pursuant to 705 ILCS 225/1 (Exhibit A).  Consequently, Pesavento ...
	187. Likewise, pursuant to the IWPCA, 820 ILCS 115/14, Pesavento is entitled to attorneys’ fees in connection with this action.
	188. Additionally, pursuant to the IWPCA, Pesavento is entitled to a penalty of 2% of the underpaid wages for each month following the date of the violation until the wages are paid.  820 ILCS §115/14.
	189. In addition to the foregoing remedies, Cantafio and Wallin are guilty of a misdemeanor.  820 ILCS §115/14.
	Count X – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act
	(Pesavento v. NVM Unpaid Wages)

	190. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 170-189 above as this paragraph 190 of this Count X, as if fully set forth herein.
	191. NVM is in violation of the IWPCA by refusing to pay Pesavento her wages, as more fully alleged above.
	Count XI – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act
	(Turnbaugh v. Cantafio and Wallin, as “agents of employer”—Unpaid Wages)
	192. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 28-42 above as this paragraph 192 of this Count XI as if fully set forth herein.
	193. This count arises from defendants’ violation of the IWPCA for Defendants’ failure and refusal to pay Turnbaugh his earned wages for all time worked at the rate agreed by the parties.
	194. From October 2011 through May 2013, Turnbaugh was an “employee” of NVM, as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/2.
	195. Since October 2011 through May 2013, NVM was an “employer” of Turnbaugh, as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA.
	196. During that time period, Cantafio as chief executive officer of NVM and Wallin as President of NVM , were  “agents” of employer NVM, as that term is used and defined in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13.
	197. Section 2 of the IWPCA defines wages as "any compensation owed an employee by an employer pursuant to an employment contract or agreement between the 2 parties . . . ."
	198. Section 4 of the IWPCA provides, "All wages earned by any employee during a semi-monthly or biweekly pay period shall be paid to such employee not later than 13 days after the end of the pay period in which such wages were earned."
	199. Section 4 of the IWPCA further provides, “All wages earned by any employee during a weekly pay period shall be paid not later than 7 days after the end of the weekly pay period in which the wages were earned.”
	200. Further, there existed an implied agreement between Turnbaugh and Defendants that NVM’s compensation policies would comply with state and federal law.
	201. Defendants have breached that implied agreement in that NVM’s policies violate wage and hour provisions of both state and federal law.
	202. Pursuant to the agreement of the parties on or around October 2011  and during Turnbaugh’s employment with NVM, NVM owed Turnbaugh wages bi-weekly in the following amounts for his role as Artist in Residence and Design Department Director.:
	a. A yearly salary of $150,000.00 commencing on October, 2011, amounting to $225,000.00 in salary for a year and one half year

	203. On October 1, 2013, Turnbaugh made written demand on Defendants for payment of Turnbaugh’s unpaid wages. (Exhibit A)
	204. Defendants have refused to pay Turnbaugh his unpaid wages despite being under a duty to pay such wages.
	205. Notwithstanding Turnbaugh’s demand on employer, NVM, and on its agents, Cantafio and Wallin, to pay Turnbaugh his unpaid wages, Defendants have willfully and unjustifiably refused to comply with Turnbaugh’s demand for payment of wages.
	206. Defendants have refused to pay Turnbaugh his wages with the intent to annoy, harass, oppress, hinder, delay and/or defraud Turnbaugh.
	207. Cantafio and Wallin are personally liable for NVM’s failure to pay Turnbaugh his unpaid wages and compensation.  Specifically, Cantafio and Wallin knowingly permitted and intentionally caused NVM to violate the IWPCA and are, therefore, an “emplo...
	a. Cantafio negotiated Turnbaugh’s payment arrangement;
	b. Cantafio and Wallin knew the terms of the payment arrangement and how NVM should have compensated Turnbaugh; and
	c. Cantafio is the Chief Executive Officer of NVM and Wallin is the President of NVM.

	208. At least three days before Turnbaugh filed this suit for wages earned and due according to the terms of his employment, Turnbaugh made written demand for payment on Defendants, pursuant to 705 ILCS 225/1.  (Exhibit A)  Consequently, Turnbaugh is ...
	209. Likewise, pursuant to the IWPCA, 820 ILCS 115/14, Turnbaugh is entitled to attorneys’ fees in connection with this action.
	210. Additionally, pursuant to the IWPCA, Turnbaugh is entitled to a penalty of 2% of the underpaid wages for each month following the date of the violation until the wages are paid.  820 ILCS §115/14.
	211. In addition to the foregoing remedies, Cantafio and Wallin are guilty of a misdemeanor.  820 ILCS §115/14.
	Count XII – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act
	(Turnbaugh v. NVM Unpaid Wages)

	212. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 192-211 above as this paragraph 212 of Count XII, as if fully set forth herein.
	213. NVM is in violation of the IWPCA by refusing to pay Turnbaugh his wages, as more fully alleged above.
	Count XIII– Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act
	(Saubert v. Cantafio and Wallin, as “agents of employer”—Unpaid Wages)
	214. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 43-53 above as this paragraph 214 of Count XIII as if fully set forth herein.
	215. This count arises from defendants’ violation of the IWPCA for Defendants’ failure and refusal to pay Saubert his earned wages for all time worked at the rate agreed by the parties.
	216. From November 2011, and specifically from April 2012 at a salaried position through May 2013, Saubert was an “employee” of NVM, as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/2.
	217. Since November 2011 through May 2013, NVM was an “employer” of Saubert, as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA.
	218. During that time period, Cantafio as chief executive officer of NVM and Wallin as President of NVM, were “agents” of employer NVM, as that term is used and defined in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13.
	219. Section 2 of the IWPCA defines wages as "any compensation owed an employee by an employer pursuant to an employment contract or agreement between the 2 parties . . . ."
	220. Section 4 of the IWPCA provides, "All wages earned by any employee during a semi-monthly or biweekly pay period shall be paid to such employee not later than 13 days after the end of the pay period in which such wages were earned."
	221. Section 4 of the IWPCA further provides, “All wages earned by any employee during a weekly pay period shall be paid not later than 7 days after the end of the weekly pay period in which the wages were earned.”
	222. Further, there existed an implied agreement between Saubert and defendants that NVM’s compensation policies would comply with state and federal law.
	223. Defendants have breached that implied agreement in that NVM’s policies violate wage and hour provisions of both state and federal law.
	224. Pursuant to the agreement of the parties on or around November 2011, and then more specifically for the salaried position beginning in April 2012,  and during Saubert’s employment with NVM, NVM owed Saubert wages bi-weekly in the following amount...
	a. Annual salary of $175,000.00

	225. On October 1, 2013, Saubert made written demand on Defendants for payment of Saubert’s unpaid wages. (Exhibit A)
	226. Defendants have refused to pay Saubert his unpaid wages despite being under a duty to pay such wages.
	227. Notwithstanding Saubert’s demand on employer, NVM, and on its agents, Cantafio and Wallin, to pay Saubert his unpaid wages, Defendants have willfully and unjustifiably refused to comply with Saubert’s demand for payment of wages.
	228. Defendants have refused to pay Saubert his wages with the intent to annoy, harass, oppress, hinder, delay and/or defraud Saubert.
	229. Cantafio and Wallin are personally liable for NVM’s failure to pay Saubert his unpaid wages and compensation.  Specifically, Cantafio and Wallin knowingly permitted and intentionally caused NVM to violate the IWPCA and are, therefore, an “employe...
	a. Cantafio negotiated Saubert’s payment arrangement;
	b. Cantafio and Wallin knew the terms of the payment arrangement and how NVM should have compensated Saubert; and
	c. Cantafio is the Chief Executive Officer of NVM and Wallin is the President of NVM.

	230. At least three days before Saubert filed this suit for wages earned and due according to the terms of his employment, Saubert made written demand for payment on Defendants, pursuant to 705 ILCS 225/1. (Exhibit A)  Consequently, Saubert is entitle...
	231. Likewise, pursuant to the IWPCA, 820 ILCS 115/14, Saubert is entitled to attorneys’ fees in connection with this action.
	232. Additionally, pursuant to the IWPCA, Saubert is entitled to a penalty of 2% of the underpaid wages for each month following the date of the violation until the wages are paid.  820 ILCS §115/14.
	233. In addition to the foregoing remedies, Cantafio and Wallin are guilty of a misdemeanor.  820 ILCS §115/14.
	Count XIV – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act
	(Saubert v. NVM Unpaid Wages)

	234. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 214-233 above as this paragraph 234 of Count XIV, as if fully set forth herein.
	235. NVM is in violation of the IWPCA by refusing to pay Saubert his wages, as more fully alleged above.
	Count XV– Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act
	(Arinello v. Cantafio and Wallin, as “agent of employer”—Unpaid Wages)
	236. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 1-15 and 54-65 above as paragraph 236 of this Count XV as if fully set forth herein.
	237. This count arises from Defendants’ violation of the IWPCA for Defendants’ failure and refusal to pay Arinello his earned wages for all time worked at the rate agreed by the parties.
	238. From November 2010 through July 2013, Arinello was an “employee” of NVM, as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/2.
	239. Since November 2010 and through July 2013, NVM was an “employer” of Arinello, as that term is defined and used in the IWPCA.
	240. During that time period, Cantafio as chief executive officer of NVM and Wallin as President of NVM, were “agents” of employer NVM, as that term is used and defined in the IWPCA, 820 ILCS §115/13.
	241. Section 2 of the IWPCA defines wages as "any compensation owed an employee by an employer pursuant to an employment contract or agreement between the 2 parties . . . ."
	242. Section 4 of the IWPCA provides, "All wages earned by any employee during a semi-monthly or biweekly pay period shall be paid to such employee not later than 13 days after the end of the pay period in which such wages were earned."
	243. Section 4 of the IWPCA further provides, “All wages earned by any employee during a weekly pay period shall be paid not later than 7 days after the end of the weekly pay period in which the wages were earned.”
	244. Further, there existed an implied agreement between Arinello and defendants that NVM’s compensation policies would comply with state and federal law.
	245. Defendants have breached that implied agreement in that NVM’s policies violate wage and hour provisions of both state and federal law.
	246. Pursuant to the agreement of the parties on or around November 2010 during Arinello’s employment with NVM, NVM owed Arinello wages bi-weekly in the following amounts for his role as Senior Vice President of Museum Services, and later Chief of Staff:
	a. Annual salary of $175,000.00

	247. On October 1, 2013, Arinello made written demand on Defendants for payment of Arinello’s unpaid wages.  (Exhibit A)
	248. Defendants have refused to pay Arinello his unpaid wages despite being under a duty to pay such wages.
	249. Notwithstanding Arinello’s demand on employer, NVM, and on its agents, Cantafio and Wallin, to pay Arinello his unpaid wages, Defendants have willfully and unjustifiably refused to comply with Arinello’s demand for payment of wages.
	250. Defendants have refused to pay Arinello his wages with the intent to annoy, harass, oppress, hinder, delay and/or defraud Arinello.
	251. Cantafio and Wallin are personally liable for NVM’s failure to pay Arinello his unpaid wages and compensation.  Specifically, Cantafio and Wallin  knowingly permitted and intentionally caused NVM to violate the IWPCA and are, therefore, an “emplo...
	a. Cantafio negotiated Arinello’s payment arrangement;
	b. Cantafio and Wallin, with the approval of the Board of Directors knew the terms of the payment arrangement and how NVM should have compensated Arinello; and
	c. Cantafio is the Chief Executive Officer of NVM and Wallin is the President of NVM.

	252. At least three days before. Arinello filed this suit for wages earned and due according to the terms of his employment, Arinello made written demand for payment on Defendants, pursuant to 705 ILCS 225/1 (Exhibit A).  Consequently, Arinello is ent...
	253. Likewise, pursuant to the IWPCA, 820 ILCS 115/14, Arinello is entitled to attorneys’ fees in connection with this action.
	254. Additionally, pursuant to the IWPCA, Arinello is entitled to a penalty of 2% of the underpaid wages for each month following the date of the violation until the wages are paid.  820 ILCS §115/14.
	255. In addition to the foregoing remedies, Cantafio and Wallin are guilty of a misdemeanor.  820 ILCS §115/14.
	Count XVI – Violation of the Wage Payment and Collection Act
	(Arinello v. NVM Unpaid Wages)

	256. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 236-255 above as this paragraph 256 of Count XVI, as if fully set forth herein.
	257. NVM is in violation of the IWPCA by refusing to pay Arinello his wages, as more fully alleged above.
	Count XVII– Breach of Oral Contract
	(Pesavento v. NVM)

	258. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 27 above as paragraph 258 of this Count XVII, as if fully set forth herein.
	259. Pursuant to oral agreements alleged above between Pesavento and Cantafio on behalf of NVM, NVM was to pay Pesavento compensation for her roles as Director of Volunteer Services and Director and Coordinator of Special Events.
	260. All such compensation was to be paid retroactively to the date in which NVM began receiving funding.
	261. Pesavento fulfilled her duties and responsibilities as Director of Volunteer Services and Director and Coordinator of Special Events for NVM.
	262. As more fully set forth above, NVM has failed to pay Pesavento the agreed to wages or compensation in connection with her duties and responsibilities as Director of Volunteer Services and Director of Special Events.
	263. As a result of NVM’s breach of contract, Pesavento sustained damages in an amount in excess of $85,000.00.
	264. Notwithstanding Pesavento’s demands upon NVM to pay wages and other compensation, NVM refused, and continues to refuse, to pay Pesavento.
	265. Pesavento claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.
	Count XVIII– Breach of Oral Contract
	(Turnbaugh v. NVM)

	266. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 28-42 above as paragraph 266 of this Count XVIII, as if fully set forth herein.
	267. Pursuant to oral agreements alleged above between Turnbaugh and Cantafio on behalf of NVM, NVM was to pay Turnbaugh compensation for his role as Artist in Residence and Design Department Director.
	268. All such compensation was to be paid retroactively to the date in which NVM began receiving funding.
	269. Turnbaugh fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as Artist in Residence and Design Department Director for NVM.
	270. As more fully set forth above, NVM has failed to pay Turnbaugh the agreed to wages or compensation in connection with his duties and responsibilities as Artist in Residence and Design Department Director.
	271. As a result of NVM’s breach of contract, Turnbaugh sustained damages in an amount in excess of $225,000.00.
	272. Notwithstanding Turnbaugh’s demands upon NVM to pay wages and other compensation, NVM refused, and continues to refuse, to pay Turnbaugh.
	273. Turnbaugh claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.
	Count XIX– Breach of Oral Contract
	(Saubert v. NVM)

	274. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 43-53 above as paragraph 274 of this Count XIX, as if fully set forth herein.
	275. Pursuant to oral agreements alleged above between Saubert and Cantafio on behalf of NVM, NVM was to pay Saubert compensation for his role as Senior Vice President of Operations.
	276. All such compensation was to be paid retroactively to the date in which NVM began receiving funding.
	277. Saubert fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as Senior Vice President of Operations for NVM.
	278. As more fully set forth above, NVM has failed to pay Saubert the agreed to wages or compensation in connection with his duties and responsibilities as Senior Vice President of Operations.
	279. As a result of NVM’s breach of contract, Saubert sustained damages in an amount in excess of $175,000.00.
	280. Notwithstanding Saubert’s demands upon NVM to pay wages and other compensation, NVM refused, and continues to refuse, to pay Saubert.
	281. Saubert claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.
	Count XX– Breach of Oral Contract
	(Arinello v. NVM)

	282. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 54-65 above as paragraph 282 of this Count XX, as if fully set forth herein.
	283. Pursuant to oral agreements alleged above between Arinello and Cantafio on behalf of NVM, NVM was to pay Arinello compensation for his role as Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff.
	284. All such compensation was to be paid retroactively to the date in which NVM began receiving funding.
	285. Arinello fulfilled his duties and responsibilities as Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff.
	286. As more fully set forth above, NVM has failed to pay Arinello the agreed to wages or compensation in connection with his duties and responsibilities as Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff.
	287. As a result of NVM’s breach of contract, Arinello sustained damages in an amount in excess of $175,000.00.
	288. Notwithstanding Arinello’s demands upon NVM to pay wages and other compensation, NVM refused, and continues to refuse, to pay Arinello.
	289. Arinello claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.
	Count XXI – Quantum Meruit (alternative count)
	(Pesavento v. NVM)

	290. Pesavento re-alleges paragraphs 1-27 above as paragraph 290 of this Count XXI, as if fully set forth herein.
	291. Pesavento rendered services to NVM as its Director of Volunteer Services and Coordinator of Special Events.
	292. NVM accepted the benefits of Pesavento’s labor and services.
	293. NVM owes Pesavento an amount in excess of $85,000.00 as the reasonable value of such labor and services.
	294. Pesavento has demanded payment from NVM for her labor and services rendered for NVM but NVM has refused and continues to refuse to pay Pesavento for her labor and services; all to NVM’s benefit and to Pesavento’s detriment.
	295. Pesavento claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.
	Count XXII– Quantum Meruit (alternative count)
	(Turnbaugh v. NVM)

	296. Turnbaugh re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 28-42 above as paragraph 296 of this Count XXII, as if fully set forth herein.
	297. Turnbaugh rendered services to NVM as its Artist in Residence and Design Department Director.
	298. NVM accepted the benefits of Turnbaugh’s labor and services.
	299. NVM owes Ms. Turnbaugh an amount in excess of $225,000.00 as the reasonable value of such labor and services.
	300. Turnbaugh has demanded payment from NVM for his labor and services rendered for NVM but NVM has refused and continues to refuse to pay Turnbaugh for his labor and services; all to NVM’s benefit and to Turnbaugh’s detriment.
	301. Turnbaugh claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.
	Count XXIII– Quantum Meruit (alternative count)
	(Saubert v. NVM)

	302. Saubert re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 43-53 above as paragraph 302 of this Count XXIII, as if fully set forth herein.
	303. Saubert rendered services to NVM as its Senior Vice President of Operations.
	304. NVM accepted the benefits of Saubert’s labor and services.
	305. NVM owes Saubert an amount in excess of $175,000.00 as the reasonable value of such labor and services.
	306. Saubert has demanded payment from NVM for his labor and services rendered for NVM but NVM has refused and continues to refuse to pay Saubert for his labor and services; all to NVM’s benefit and to Saubert’s detriment.
	307. Saubert claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.
	Count XXIV– Quantum Meruit (alternative count)
	(Arinello v. NVM)

	308. Arinello re-alleges paragraphs 1-15, 54-65 above as paragraph 308 of this Count XXIII, as if fully set forth herein.
	309. Arinello rendered services to NVM as its Senior Vice President of Museum Services and Chief of Staff.
	310. NVM accepted the benefits of Arinello’s labor and services.
	311. NVM owes Arinello an amount in excess of $175,000.00 as the reasonable value of such labor and services.
	312. Arinello has demanded payment from NVM for his labor and services rendered for NVM but NVM has refused and continues to refuse to pay Arinello for his labor and services; all to NVM’s benefit and to Arinello’s detriment.
	313. Arinello claims pre-judgment interest pursuant to 815 ILCS 205/2, due to NVM’s vexatious and unreasonable delay of payment.
	Respectfully submitted,

